
 

 
 
In accordance with California’s Code of 
Regulation, Title 5 
ARC’s Academic Senate is the 
organization whose primary function, as 
the representative of the faculty, is to 
make recommendations to the 
administration of a college and to the 
governing board of a district with respect 
to academic and professional matters. 

“Academic and professional matters” 
means the following policy development 
and implementation matters: 

(1) curriculum, including establishing 
prerequisites and placing courses within 
disciplines; 

(2) degree and certificate requirements; 

(3) grading policies; 

(4) educational program development; 

(5) standards or policies regarding 
student preparation and success; 

(6) district and college governance 
structures, as related to faculty roles; 

(7) faculty roles and involvement in 
accreditation processes, including self-
study and annual reports; 

(8) policies for faculty professional 
development activities; 

(9) processes for program review; 

(10) processes for institutional planning 
and budget development; and 

 
(11) other academic and professional 
matters as are mutually agreed upon 
between the governing board and the 
academic senate. 

9/23/2021 
3:00 P.M.  
Meeting ID: 986-5887-6175, Password: 10plus1 
Zoom link:https://lrccd.zoom.us/j/98658876175?pwd=VkZQQUdVS0g5Rkk5TnZUOG9naFBpUT09 
 

American River College Academic Senate Regular Meeting 
AGENDA 

Preliminaries 
1. Call to Order 
2. Approval of the Agenda 
3. Approval of the Minutes 
4. Introduction of Guests 
5. Public Comment Period (3 minutes per speaker) 
6. President’s Report  

 
Consent Items 

none 
Decision (10 minutes maximum per item)  

7. In-person meeting presents imminent risks to the health/safety of 
Academic Senate attendees (1st Reading) 

8. Academic Senate Statement of Support for Afghan Students on 
Special Immigrant Visa (1st Reading) 

9. Using a 2,1,0 ranking system for Faculty Prioritization (1st Reading) 
 

Reports (5-10 minutes per item) 
10. Transfer Center (Fong Tran, Transfer Center Specialist & Jasmine McGee, 

Transfer Center Counselor) 
11. Council Updates 

o Institutional Effectiveness Council – (Janay Lovering) 
o Operations Council – (Araceli Badilla) 
o Student Success Council – (Carina Hoffpauir) 

 
Discussion (10-15 minutes per item) 

12. Textbook Ordering 
13. Adopting Courageous Conversations Community Guidelines for 

Academic Senate:“ ” 
14. ASCCC Anti-Racism Paper adopted Fall 2020 
15. Academic & professional impacts as related to mask & vaccine 
requirements 
16.SCC Resolution in Support of Equity Training for PRT Members  
17. Report Back: (5-10 minutes per item)   

a. Faculty appointments to councils & committees 
b. Insider faculty resource pages 

18. Report Out: District Academic Senate https://employees.losrios.edu/our-
organization/committees/district-academic-senate 

a. District Accessibility Plan Implementation Committee (DAPIC) 
b. Faculty Statement on Professional Ethics 
c. Attendance & Drop Policy Guidance 

19. Items from College Areas for Academic Senate Consideration 
 

Upcoming Meetings: 
• District Academic Senate Meeting: Tuesday Oct 5th  3:00 P.M Meeting ID TBD 
• LRCCD Board of Trustees Meeting: Wednesday Oct 13th 5:30 P.M. 
• ARC Academic Senate Meeting: Thursday Oct 14th  , 3:00 P.M., Meeting ID: 

986-5887-6175, Password: 10plus1 
• ASCCC Area A Meeting Oct 15th 9:00am – 2:00pm virtual 

 

https://lrccd.zoom.us/j/98658876175?pwd=VkZQQUdVS0g5Rkk5TnZUOG9naFBpUT09
https://employees.losrios.edu/our-organization/committees/district-academic-senate
https://employees.losrios.edu/our-organization/committees/district-academic-senate


 ARC Academic Senate 
 Approved Minutes: September 23, 2021 

 Preliminaries 

 1.  Call to Order: Called to order at 3:02pm
 2.  Approval of the Agenda: Agenda Approved
 3.  Approval of the Minutes: Minutes Approved
 4.  Introduction of Guests: LaQuisha Beckum, Sarah Lehmann, Lydia Bouzida, Connie Ayala

 5.  Public Comment Period:

 6.  President’s Report:
 a.  Vaccination requirement update

 i.  Los Rios has contracted with  Cleared4.org  for Covid  tracking
 ii.  Approximately 50 Los Rios employees have been approved for medical

 exemptions
 i.  Approximately 250 Los Rios employees requested exemptions for

 sincerely held beliefs (approximately 10 were not approved)
 ii.  About 1600 employees had not yet responded to the requirement

 b.  Hiring the Best training is now available in a semi-asynchronous format on
 Canvas

 c.  The Welcome and Support Center will open on Oct 4th
 i.  There will be one entry point

 ii.  Faculty will be able to meet with students in the Learning Resources
 Center

 d.  ARC Everyone on Exchange Email Guidelines
 i.  See supporting materials  “ARC Everyone on Exchange  Email Guidelines”

 ii.  Faculty statement on professional ethics guidelines from May 2020
 e.  Updates on Insider Faculty Resources Page--now has info about how to complete

 forms for students
 f.  Faculty position request prioritization forms will be completed electronically. The

 department chairs will be consulted to ensure the requests are the official
 requests of the departments.

 g.  CCCCO (California Community College Chancellor’s Office)--memo on mitigating
 enrollment fraud and best practices for faculty

 i.  See supporting materials  “California Community Colleges  Memorandum:
 Mitigating Enrollment Fraud--Instructional Practices & Reporting
 Obligations”

 h.  CCCCO Update on full-time faculty hiring allocations for Fall 2021
 i.  See supporting materials  “California Community Colleges  Memorandum:

 Update on 2021-22 Full-Time Faculty Hiring Allocation”
 ii.  As of July 2021, Los Rios has 950 full-time faculty and submitted to the

 state chancellor’s office an intent to hire 27 additional full-time faculty.
 i.  Guided Pathways 2.0--ARC is not planning to participate as we continue our work

 from the original Guided Pathways.

https://www.cleared4.org/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XnuUuT9M5cWqaymufKTPj7QzVw72hxVT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1542n0_du97c03yhEdAzdAQZ43KzufOas/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1542n0_du97c03yhEdAzdAQZ43KzufOas/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1542n0_du97c03yhEdAzdAQZ43KzufOas/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QX5tGbkb3hZLhgelOjwdtuPlL-Dz1zAQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QX5tGbkb3hZLhgelOjwdtuPlL-Dz1zAQ/view?usp=sharing


 Consent Items 
 none 

 Decision 

 7.  In-person meeting presents imminent risks to the health/safety of Academic Senate 
 attendees (1st Reading) 

 a.  See supporting documents  “Amendment to Brown Act” 
 b.  A motion was made, seconded, and passed to suspend the rules and vote on this 

 item. The body voted to affirm that in-person meeting presents an imminent risk 
 to the health/safety of attendees and so will continue to meet remotely. This 
 item will appear as a consent item on future agendas. The votes to suspend the 
 rules and on the item itself are recorded on the  attendance  sheet  . 

 8.  Academic Senate Statement of Support for Afghan Students on Special Immigrant Visa 
 (1st Reading) 

 a.  See supporting documents  “The ARC Academic Senate  offers…”  [Dari] and 
 “Pashto: The ARC Academic Senate offers…”  . See also  “Resources”  for resources 
 for supporting Afghan students and the  ARC library’s  site on Trauma-Informed 
 Teaching. 

 b.  Many students from Afghanistan are on special immigrant visas and have been 
 under an enormous amount of stress. The statement has been translated into 
 Pashto and Dari. 

 c.  A motion was made, seconded, and passed to suspend the rules and vote on this 
 item. The body voted to affirm the statement of support for Afghan students on 
 special immigrant visas. The votes to suspend the rules and on the item itself are 
 recorded on the  attendance sheet  . 

 9.  Using a 2,1,0 ranking system for Faculty Prioritization (1st Reading) 
 a.  See supporting materials  “Proposal to adopt 2, 1,  0 Ranking for Faculty Hiring 

 Requests” 
 b.  There is an interest in removing the political pressure from highly ranking one’s 

 own area and in alleviating concern in distinguishing between position 12 and 13 
 out of 15, for example. 

 c.  Comparisons between the methods can be found here:  Comparison 1  and 
 Comparison 2 

 Reports 
 10.  Transfer Center--Jasmine Mcgee (Transfer Center Counselor), Maria Quintero-Lenihan 

 (Student Personnel Assistant), Shania Trout (Student Help), and Fong Tran (Transfer 
 Center Specialist) 

 a.  See supporting materials  “Transfer Center” 
 b.  See the  Transfer Center website 
 c.  The Transfer Center offers drop-in services including help with college 

 exploration and applications. It also facilitates transfer workshops, meetings with 
 university representatives, and university tours. 

 11.  Council Updates 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PhP6FkQw_OAmPKLPbNkvMAwJYJgM_n0-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eyLMkJi4Qu3anCTwwgX1Dds1pkgf89FE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rn0S8spzvhGJvzKTmH9tFMnbyhHgbPu5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bTYVbC5HwdPpG-kAEujvphcno7LM_Twm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UCr8U1WFJ-jgeNwA8w75YERyOWcpsSpr/view?usp=sharing
https://libguides.arc.losrios.edu/trauma
https://libguides.arc.losrios.edu/trauma
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eyLMkJi4Qu3anCTwwgX1Dds1pkgf89FE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12ttrt-y4qHzNnyeFsdI7cEsM199A6uym/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12ttrt-y4qHzNnyeFsdI7cEsM199A6uym/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ndT1qzQApymJsCeK3O3tMg1OIL19TEqq4ogwybqeRAk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1aHuG9JGn9RMwTiNElcHSkuirvgCxZKOZwlYobjgH3QA/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yGehnQJv0Ai6pdYiggaO5DeVTt3sJYrb/view?usp=sharing
https://arc.losrios.edu/transfer-center


 a.  Institutional Effectiveness Council – (Janay Lovering) 
 b.  Operations Council – (Araceli Badilla) 
 c.  Student Success Council – (Carina Hoffpauir) 

 i.  See supporting materials  “Project Charter: Project  Team: Bias Response” 
 ii.  The Student Success Council is sponsoring a new “Bias Response Project 

 Team” to help the college ensure “an equitable, safe, and inclusive 
 teaching, learning, and working environment” (Strategic Plan Goal 3). See 
 the draft Project Charter for more information. 

 Discussion 
 12.  Textbook ordering 

 a.  Even if faculty choose not to use a textbook, it’s important to submit adoptions 
 stating so. 

 b.  What about materials that might have a cost, but not a textbook? These can be 
 provided by the bookstore & language could be standardized--for example, “No 
 course-related materials; please see professor for details.” 

 13.  Adopting Courageous Conversations Community Guidelines for Academic Senate: 
 “Experience Discomfort.”  This norm acknowledges that  discomfort is inevitable, 
 especially, in dialogue about race, and that participants make a commitment to bring 
 issues into the open.  It is not talking about these issues that create divisiveness. The 
 divisiveness already exists in the society and in our schools.  It is through dialogue, even 
 when uncomfortable, the healing and change begin. 

 a.  See supporting materials  “Community Guidelines” 
 b.  The suggestion was made to make this item less focused on race in the context of 

 the Academic Senate. 

 14.  ASCCC (Academic Senate for California Community Colleges) Anti-Racism Paper adopted 
 Fall 2020 

 a.  See link to paper:  “Anti-Racism Education in California  Community Colleges” 
 b.  How can we use this work? 
 c.  What can we learn? 
 d.  What can we adopt? 
 e.  Senators will read and come to the next meeting ready to discuss the paper. 

 15.  Academic & professional impacts as related to mask & vaccine requirements 
 a.  Anyone who is granted an exemption will enter into a testing protocol. 
 b.  How will we know if exempted students are wearing the enhanced masks that 

 are required? 
 c.  Faculty would like to know that there is  someone  with  an exemption in the class, 

 even though that person would remain anonymous. 
 d.  What is being required for vaccine verification? Some are cleared from 

 submissions from the  CA Vaccine Registry  ; some are  cleared from a photo of a 
 vaccination card. 

 16.  Sacramento City College Resolution in Support of Equity Training for PRT Members 
 a.  See supporting materials  “Sacramento City College Academic Senate Resolution 

 2021-01” 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17vEPJSV3ZnV-LsKj6tSAQECSZmgbrcfI/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/12dirK7uVNI69H07AmeJ6SJuQ4k7vAwmeIOBAgvz1Wao/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.asccc.org/sites/default/files/Anti-Racism_Education_F20.pdf
https://myvaccinerecord.cdph.ca.gov/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aZrJBYlN53z3kSDZdekkpDmuzgrL81nZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aZrJBYlN53z3kSDZdekkpDmuzgrL81nZ/view?usp=sharing


 b.  Is ARC interested in furthering this to a district-wide discussion? Are we 
 interested in District Academic Senate advocacy on this topic with the Los Rios 
 College Federation of Teachers? 

 c.  ARC faculty expressed that any such training should be based on our local 
 Institutional Equity Plan and local Professional Development Plan. SCC wants 
 equity training to be approved (by the college or district). ARC will have a new 
 Associate Vice President who will oversee Professional Development. This will 
 give ARC the opportunity to build this kind of training out. 

 17.  Report Back: (5-10 minutes per item) 
 a.  Faculty appointments to councils & committees--See supporting materials 

 “Committee and Council Vacancies” 
 b.  Insider faculty resource pages--when you think of resources that should be 

 included, add them to the  “Faculty Resources Webpage”  discussion board in 
 Canvas  or send them to any of your Academic Senate  leadership team (Alisa 
 Shubb, Carina Hoffpauir, Tressa Tabares, and Amy Gaudard). 

 18.  Report Out: District Academic Senate 
 a.  https://employees.losrios.edu/ourorganization/committees/district-academic-se 

 nate 
 b.  District Accessibility Plan Implementation Committee (DAPIC)--see supporting 

 materials  “District Accessibility Plan Implementation  Committee 2020-2021 
 Year-End Report” 

 c.  Ethnic Studies Resolution on Crosslisted Courses--see supporting materials 
 “Resolution Regarding Crosslisted Courses--Approved May 4, 2021” 

 d.  Faculty Statement on Professional Ethics (See agenda item 6.d.) 
 e.  Attendance & Drop Policy Guidance--Faculty interested in taking an 

 equity-minded approach to develop guidance for faculty on attendance and drop 
 policies should  contact one of their senators or members  of the Academic Senate 
 leadership team  (Alisa Shubb, Carina Hoffpauir, Tressa  Tabares, and Amy 
 Gaudard). 

 19.  Items from College Areas for Academic Senate Consideration 

 Meeting adjourned 5:06pm 

 Upcoming Meetings and Events 
 ●  District Academic Senate Meeting: Tuesday, Oct 5, 3:00pm Meeting ID TBD 
 ●  LRCCD Board of Trustees Meeting: Wednesday, Oct 13, 5:30pm 
 ●  ARC Academic Senate Meeting: Thursday, Oct 14, 3:00pm, Meeting ID: 986-5887-6175, 

 Passcode: 10plus1 
 ●  ASCCC Area A Meeting October 15, 9:00am-2:00pm virtual 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/19eRCqXJFflKYvInZlzjE_8rWorSJ6Lp22X1oQG_YO7s/edit?usp=sharing
https://lrccd.instructure.com/courses/37693/discussion_topics/2190198
https://lrccd.instructure.com/courses/37693/discussion_topics/2190198
https://employees.losrios.edu/ourorganization/committees/district-academic-senate
https://employees.losrios.edu/ourorganization/committees/district-academic-senate
https://drive.google.com/file/d/142Tylagt8aUykGXIE8rbYJ2X-8lFmzMt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/142Tylagt8aUykGXIE8rbYJ2X-8lFmzMt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ww6jcsDGgVbvjy8aPPOIfWWwqSncfmZ2/view?usp=sharing


ARC Academic Senate Attendance 2021-09-23

Suspend the 
rules for 7

Actual item 7: In-
person meeting 
presents 
imminent risks to 
the health/safety 
of Academic 
Senate attendees

Suspend the 
rules on 8

Actual item 8: 
Approve the 
Academic Senate 
Statement of 
Support for 
Afghan Students 
on Special 
Immigrant VisaArea Senator Adjunct/FT Term End

Behavioral & Social SciencesLauren Chavez Adjunct 2024 Present yes yes yes yes

Behavioral & Social SciencesKristina Casper-Denman Full-time 2023 Present yes yes yes yes

Behavioral & Social SciencesBrian Rosario Full-time 2024 Present yes yes yes yes

Behavioral & Social SciencesRicardo Caton Full-time 2022 Present yes yes yes yes

Behavioral & Social SciencesN/A Alternate Full-Time

Behavioral & Social SciencesRobin Akawi Alternate Adjunct

Business & Computer SciencesUnfilled Full-time 2023

Business & Computer SciencesDamon Antos Full-time 2022 Present abstain abstain yes yes

Business & Computer SciencesKahkashan Shaukat Full-time 2024 Present yes yes yes yes

Business & Computer SciencesUnfilled Adjunct 2022

Business & Computer SciencesMarc Condos Alternate Full-Time

Business & Computer SciencesN/A Alternate Adjunct

Counseling Jessica Nelson Full-time 2022 Absent

Counseling Joyce Fernandez Adjunct 2024 Present yes yes

Counseling Reyna Moore Full-time 2023 Present yes yes yes yes

Counseling Carmelita Palomares Full-time 2022 Present yes yes yes yes

Counseling Kim Herrell Alternate Full-Time

Counseling N/A Alternate Adjunct

English Valerie Bronstein Adjunct 2023 Present yes yes yes yes

English Robyn Borcz Full-time 2023 Present yes yes yes yes

English Caroline Prieto Full-time 2024 Present yes yes yes yes

English Gina Barnard Full-time 2022 Present yes yes yes yes

English Melissa Diaz Alternate Full-Time

English Paul Knox Alternate Adjunct

Fine & Applied Arts Brian Knirk Full-time 2023 Excused

Fine & Applied Arts Linda Gelfman Full-time 2024 Present yes yes yes yes

Fine & Applied Arts Diane Lui Adjunct 2023 Absent

Fine & Applied Arts Craig Martinez Full-time 2022 Absent

Fine & Applied Arts Jodie Hooker Alternate Full-Time

Fine & Applied Arts N/A Alternate Adjunct

Health & Education Cheri Garner Full-time 2023 Absent

Health & Education Jen Kirkman Full-time 2022 Present yes yes yes yes

Health & Education Veronica Lopez Full-time 2024 Present yes yes yes yes

Health & Education Unfilled Adjunct 2022

Health & Education N/A Alternate Adjunct

Health & Education John Coldiron Alternate Full-Time

Humanities Corinne Arrieta Full-time 2022 Absent yes yes

Humanities Jill Birchall Full-time 2024 Present yes yes yes yes

Humanities Caterina Falli Full-time 2023 Present yes yes yes yes

Humanities Kim Walters Adjunct 2022 Absent

Humanities Erik Haarala Alternate Full-Time

Humanities N/A Alternate Adjunct

Kinesiology & Athletics Gerry Haflich Full-time 2022 Absent

Kinesiology & Athletics Eric Black Full-time 2024 Absent

Kinesiology & Athletics Unfilled Full-time 2023



ARC Academic Senate Attendance 2021-09-23

Suspend the 
rules for 7

Actual item 7: In-
person meeting 
presents 
imminent risks to 
the health/safety 
of Academic 
Senate attendees

Suspend the 
rules on 8

Actual item 8: 
Approve the 
Academic Senate 
Statement of 
Support for 
Afghan Students 
on Special 
Immigrant VisaArea Senator Adjunct/FT Term End

Kinesiology & Athletics Unfilled Adjunct 2023

Kinesiology & Athletics N/A Alternate Full-Time

Kinesiology & Athletics N/A Alternate Adjunct

Library/Learning Resources/Instructional Tech. CenterDavid McCusker Full-time 2024 Excused

Library/Learning Resources/Instructional Tech. CenterAraceli Badilla Full-time 2023 Present yes yes yes yes

Library/Learning Resources/Instructional Tech. CenterMarianne Harris Alternate Full-Time Present yes yes yes yes

Mathematics Deborah Gale Adjunct 2024 Present yes yes yes yes

Mathematics Joe Caputo Full-time 2023 Excused

Mathematics Adrianne Avila Full-time 2024 Present yes yes yes yes

Mathematics Rocio Owens Full-time 2022 Present yes yes yes yes

Mathematics Lana Anishchenko Alternate Full-Time Present yes yes yes yes

Mathematics N/A Alternate Adjunct

Workforce/ Work Experience/Apprenticeship/ SRPSTC (Sacramento Regional Public Safety Training Center)Vivian Dillon Full-time 2024 Present yes yes yes yes

Workforce/ Work Experience/Apprenticeship/ SRPSTC (Sacramento Regional Public Safety Training Center)Unfilled Adjunct 2024

Workforce/ Work Experience/Apprenticeship/ SRPSTC (Sacramento Regional Public Safety Training Center)Unfilled Adjunct 2023

Workforce/ Work Experience/Apprenticeship/ SRPSTC (Sacramento Regional Public Safety Training Center)Unfilled Adjunct 2022

Workforce/ Work Experience/Apprenticeship/ SRPSTC (Sacramento Regional Public Safety Training Center)N/A Alternate Full-Time

Workforce/ Work Experience/Apprenticeship/ SRPSTC (Sacramento Regional Public Safety Training Center)N/A Alternate Adjunct

Science & Engineering Unfilled Adjunct 2024

Science & Engineering Glenn Jaecks Full-time 2022 Present yes yes yes yes

Science & Engineering Charles Thomsen Full-time 2024 Present yes yes

Science & Engineering Unfilled Full-time 2023

Science & Engineering N/A Alternate Full-Time

Science & Engineering N/A Alternate Adjunct

Student Support Services Judith Valdez Full-time 2024 Present yes yes

Student Support Services Unfilled Adjunct 2023

Student Support Services Arthur Jenkins Alternate Full-Time

Student Support Services N/A Alternate Adjunct

Technical Education Chris Moore Full-time 2024 Present yes yes

Technical Education Mikhail Drobot Adjunct 2023 Present yes yes yes yes

Technical Education Jordan Meyer Full-time 2023 Present yes yes yes yes

Technical Education Craig Weckman Full-time 2022 Absent

Technical Education N/A Alternate Full-Time

Technical Education N/A Alternate Adjunct

Officers Alisa Shubb President Present

Officers Carina Hoffpauir Vice President Present yes yes yes yes

Officers Amy Gaudard Secretary Present yes yes yes yes

Officers Tressa Tabares Past President Present yes abstain yes yes

Liaison Janay Lovering ASCCC Liaison Present

Liaison Kate Williamson Open Educational Resources Liaison

Liaison Beth Madigan Classified SenatePresent

Total Senate Seats Available (without Officers) 52

Unfilled Seats 11

Total Filled Seats 41



ARC Academic Senate Attendance 2021-09-23

Suspend the 
rules for 7

Actual item 7: In-
person meeting 
presents 
imminent risks to 
the health/safety 
of Academic 
Senate attendees

Suspend the 
rules on 8

Actual item 8: 
Approve the 
Academic Senate 
Statement of 
Support for 
Afghan Students 
on Special 
Immigrant VisaArea Senator Adjunct/FT Term End

Quorum (25% of filled seats) 10 (round 0.5 up)



Created May 2020 (final) 
 

ARC Everyone on Exchange Email Guidelines 
 

The ARC Everyone on Exchange distribution list is designed to give the college the means to deliver 
important messages in a timely manner. The exchange distribution list is appropriate for official 
information that impacts the majority of employees, is critical and/or time-sensitive, and meets one or 
more of the following criteria: 

• Provides information essential to college operations 
• Notifies the campus community about changes in governance, policy, and/or practice 
• Communicates important information from the president or other college senior leadership 
• Alerts the campus community to situations related to health and safety or technology 

 
The proposed revisions to what have been longstanding email distribution practices are to ensure 
effective, timely communications of important and official college messages, as well as prevent 
situations where the use of ARC Everyone on Exchange results in disruption and/or harm to members of 
the campus community. 
 
Who can send ARC Everyone on Exchange emails? 

The following individuals and offices can send campus-wide emails: the College President and their 
Executive Team, Campus Operations, IT, Instructional Technology Center (ITC), Los Rios Police 
Department, Public Information Officer, and others as authorized by the President. 
 
How can an area or department request that a message be shared to ARC Everyone on Exchange? 

Any area or department that wishes to share a message on the exchange can send their content (text and 
image) via email to the Public Information Officer at ARC_PIO@arc.losrios.edu Messages will be 
reviewed using the criteria listed above.  
 
Requests are accepted throughout the week but some messages might require additional time for review. 
Please submit your request at least a few days in advance of any event that has a specific date or 
deadline. Requests that are approved will be shared using the ARC Everyone on Exchange distribution 
list; some may be additionally shared in the weekly Beaver Bites employee email newsletter (typically 
sent out on Mondays during the spring and fall semesters). 
 
Here are some tips for content: 

• Your proposed message should be self-explanatory, clear and concise.  
• If there is a need to convey more information, the sender should link to an ARC/Los Rios 

webpage or seek other communication channels.  
• There should be a succinct subject line that conveys the email’s purpose and there should be a 

link or contact information so people can ask questions or get more information. 
• Exchange emails are for sharing important information – not expressing opinions. 
• Accessibility of content is crucial; all audiences must be able to access the content. For example, 

an email cannot include only visual content (such as a photo or graphic) but must include text 
that can be accessed by a screen reader or other assistive technology. 

 

mailto:ARC_PIO@arc.losrios.edu


Created May 2020 (final) 
 

The exchange list is not the only communications channel for college-wide announcements. Items can 
be submitted for consideration to be published in the employee Beaver Bites newsletter as well as social 
media and on the website. 
 
What about other large distribution lists (like all faculty, all classified, etc.)? 

While all other distribution lists will remain accessible to college employees, similar principles apply as 
to how such distribution lists are to be utilized.  For example, an email distribution list intended for 
employees in a particular constituent group should be utilized only when the messaging applies to the 
majority of those employees. The college will work diligently towards the goal that these large 
distribution lists are as accurate as possible. This accuracy work will be an ongoing focus. 
 
Inappropriate use of these distribution lists includes, but is not limited to: 

• Messages that are counter to the college’s mission and core values 
• Messages that are personal in nature or express a specific opinion 
• Messages that are commercial in nature - with the exception of those messages that are in 

support of college business and are approved by the president or other college senior leadership 
 
Here are some guidelines (some of these tips are similar to those above): 

• Use the BCC line versus the TO line when sending an email to one of these distribution lists; this 
limits the potential of inadvertent “reply to all” messages 

• The email should state who the email was sent to; for example, “This email was sent to all 
Classified employees.” 

• Messages should be self-explanatory, clear and concise; if there is a need to convey more 
information, the sender should link to an ARC/Los Rios webpage or seek other communication 
channels 

• There should be a succinct subject line that conveys the email’s purpose 
• Senders should provide a link or contact information about where people may ask questions or 

get more information 
• Avoid hyperlinks to third-party websites 
• Avoid sending frequent or repeated messages; follow-up messages or reminders should seek 

other communication channels, with the exception of emergency communications 
• Collaborate with others at the college to avoid redundancy and reduce the number of messages 

sent 
• Attachments are to be discouraged, especially large files 
• Accessibility of content is crucial; all audiences must be able to access the content. For example, 

an email cannot include only visual content (such as a photo or graphic) but must include text 
that can be accessed by a screen reader or other assistive technology. 

• Avoid acronyms and jargon; do not use acronyms on first reference in the body of a message 
• Check spelling and grammar 

 
If anyone has any questions about these guidelines, they can contact the Public Information Officer at 
ARC_PIO@arc.losrios.edu 

mailto:ARC_PIO@arc.losrios.edu


  MEMORANDUM 

 September 20, 2021 

 Memo Number ESS-21-300-013 | Via Email 

Chancellor’s Office, Educational Services and Support 

1102 Q Street, Sacramento, CA 95811 | 916.445.8752 | www.cccco.edu 

TO: Academic Senate for California Community Colleges 
Academic Senate Presidents 

Chief Instructional Officers 
Chief Student Services Officers 

Curriculum Chairs 

FROM: Marty J. Alvarado, CCCCO Executive Vice Chancellor  
Dolores Davison, ASCCC President 
Don Miller, CCCCIO President 

RE: Mitigating Enrollment Fraud – Instructional Practices & Reporting Obligations  

 

The past year has presented numerous challenges for students and colleges as they have 
supported the continuation of instruction throughout the pandemic. Unfortunately, the shift in 

course delivery format and remote work has contributed to an increase in external efforts to 

undermine cyber integrity and has caused an increase in fraudulent activity. The Academic Senate 
for California Community Colleges (ASCCC), the California Community College Chief Instructional 

Officers (CCCCIO), and the Chancellor’s Office remain committed to the prevention of fraud while  
minimizing the potential impact to students.  This memo details the types of fraud currently 
affecting the system, the role that faculty play in fraud detection and mitigation, and the 

partnership required to ensure fraud prevention protocols are not inadvertently harming 

students. 
 
Background 

The Chancellor’s Office has been made aware of the perceived increases in application fraud over 
the past few months and has been working to increase the security measures in place for fraud 
mitigation and prevention.  Details related to admission application fraud and financial aid-

related fraud can be found in the June 2021 guidance memo, DII 21-200-02, issued by the Vice 
Chancellor of Digital Innovation & Infrastructure.  However, as part of the continued effort to 
characterize points for fraud mitigation, three related but different types of fraudulent activity 

have been identified:    

 

1. Admission application fraud, which occurs during the creation of a CCCApply account;  

2. Enrollment fraud, which occurs after a college has accepted an admission application and 
enabled access and registration into one or more courses; and  

3. Financial aid-related fraud, which occurs after a college has accepted an admission 
application, confirmed student identity, and begun the process for disbursing local, state, 

and/or federal financial aid. 

 
While there is a certainly a human interface to admissions and financial aid activities, the fraud 

prevention strategies largely include technology solutions and automated processes designed to 
note suspicious patterns and flag for college personnel.   

http://www.californiacommunitycolleges.cccco.edu/
https://www.cccco.edu/-/media/CCCCO-Website/Files/DII/dii-21-200-02-application-and-financial-aid-fraud-a11y.pdf
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Placed between these two types of fraudulent activities, enrollment fraud detection relies on 
faculty identification, confirmation, and reporting of student non-participation in the enrolled 

course or suspicious classroom behavior.   

 
Enrollment Fraud Mitigation 

Faculty play a critical role in enrollment fraud mitigation in that faculty have the responsibility to 
verify active student engagement within their respective courses.  Verification should take place 
through regular and effective contact between the instructor and students, such as class 
attendance, class participation, direct engagement with the instructor for asynchronous courses, 

completion of assignments, or general communication through any medium.   
 
For online distance education courses, title 5 CCR § 55204 requires regular effective contact 

between the instructor and students, and among students.  Again, this can occur in a variety of 
formats including virtual or in-person activities.  Faculty are required to proactively engage with 

each student enrolled in an online course to both verify and support the student ’s active 

engagement in the course.  While this engagement is required throughout the duration of the 
course, faculty should prioritize confirmation of student engagement early in the course and 
multiple times prior to the census date.   

 
Per title 5 CCR § 58004(c), districts and colleges are required to eliminate inactive enrollments by 

the Census date.  Inactive enrollments have been defined as students that have been 1) identified 
as a no show, 2) officially withdrawn from the course, or 3) been dropped from the courses due to 

no longer participating in the course or excessive unexcused absences.  College leaders should 
ensure that they are actively providing updates on the process and timelines for addressing 
inactive enrollments at the beginning of each term, including posting this information in an easily 

accessible and high-traffic location.  Faculty should be aware of their college processes, 

procedures, and deadlines for reporting inactive enrollments by Census.  Meeting these deadlines 
significantly reduce the likelihood that financial aid is disbursed fraudulently or that colleges 

receive state funding fraudulently. Working to meaningfully engage with students well prior to 
these deadlines is encouraged as it both improves the likelihood of retainin g and supporting real 
students and clears non-students early enough to allow real students to enroll.  Faculty should be 

aware that failing to report inactive enrollments prior to Census carries implications for 
apportionment or college funding allocations.  Deliberately or knowingly failing to report inactive 
or fraudulent enrollments by the Census deadline is considered engaging in or contributing to a 
fraudulent activity.    

 

Student-Centered Approach 

As we work to improve our fraud prevention and mitigation strategies, it is important to make 

explicit that students are not committing fraud.  Bad actors looking to take advantage of the 
current health crisis, and obtain financial resources meant for students, are the individuals 
committing fraud.  It is therefore critical that any fraud prevention or mitigation approach aim to 

prevent harm to real students.  With this in mind, we recommend engaging with students in 
authentic, meaningful, and diverse ways.  A multi-layered and varied approach to student 

engagement is an important strategy that facilitates support for real students while establishing 

multiple data points for identifying inactive or suspicious student participation.  A short list of 
recommended strategies include the following:    
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• Proactively reach out to students that have not engaged prior to dropping them from the 
course 

• Hold and encourage early attendance in virtual office hours 

• Review, at least briefly, any work submitted prior to Census to ensure it matches the 
subject matter being taught, or relates in other ways to the assignment the student was to 
complete. 

• Be aware of oddities in enrollment, such as multiple students with the same phone 
number.  

• Review student engagement and login frequency data in Canvas for online courses. 

• Include real-time or near real-time interaction with students either during or outside of 

class 

• For larger online classes, consider activities that are harder to automate responses to, 
including those that are separate from the course delivery platform, e.g., incorporating 

polling questions in Poll Everywhere or iClicker or using options within your local Learning 

Management System, such as a Canvas quiz. 

 

 
cc: Daisy Gonzales, Acting Chancellor 

Aisha Lowe, Vice Chancellor 
Valerie Lundy-Wagner, Vice Chancellor 

Rebecca Ruan-O’Shaughnessy, Vice Chancellor 
CCCCO Staff 

 



http://www.californiacommunitycolleges.cccco.edu/


 
 



Attachment 1

9/17/2021

Summary of Notification of Intent to Hire - 2021-22 Full-Time Faculty Hiring Funds **

District Full-Time Faculty as of July 1, 2021
Full-Time Faculty District Plans to Hire 

in 2021-22 
Allan Hancock 151                                                                            8                                                                                 
Antelope Valley 170                                                                            11                                                                               
Barstow 39                                                                               1                                                                                 
Butte 191                                                                            3                                                                                 
Cabrillo 179                                                                            9                                                                                 
Cerritos 259                                                                            -                                                                             
Chabot-Las Positas 307                                                                            -                                                                             
Chaffey 219                                                                            17                                                                               
Citrus 163                                                                            1                                                                                 
Coast 428                                                                            -                                                                             
Compton 98                                                                               6                                                                                 
Contra Costa 484                                                                            11                                                                               
Copper Mt. 38                                                                               1                                                                                 
Desert 126                                                                            14                                                                               
El Camino 323                                                                            6                                                                                 
Feather River 19                                                                               7                                                                                 
Foothill-DeAnza 416                                                                            17                                                                               
Gavilan 68                                                                               -                                                                             
Glendale 221                                                                            10                                                                               
Grossmont-Cuyamaca 286                                                                            8                                                                                 
Hartnell 122                                                                            2                                                                                 
Imperial 124                                                                            10                                                                               
Kern 421                                                                            -                                                                             
Lake Tahoe 34                                                                               4                                                                                 
Lassen 41                                                                               -                                                                             
Long Beach 304                                                                            4                                                                                 
Los Angeles 1,414                                                                        34                                                                               
Los Rios 950                                                                            27                                                                               
Marin 108                                                                            9                                                                                 
Mendocino-Lake 53                                                                               8                                                                                 
Merced 180                                                                            9                                                                                 
Mira Costa 201                                                                            10                                                                               
Monterey Peninsula 105                                                                            5                                                                                 
Mt. San Antonio 437                                                                            9                                                                                 
Mt. San Jacinto 187                                                                            6                                                                                 
Napa Valley 106                                                                            6                                                                                 
North Orange * 565                                                                            2                                                                                 
Ohlone 112                                                                            10                                                                               
Palo Verde 34                                                                               7                                                                                 
Palomar 276                                                                            10                                                                               
Pasadena Area 401                                                                            35                                                                               
Peralta 336                                                                            14                                                                               
Rancho Santiago 349                                                                            -                                                                             
Redwoods 69                                                                               6                                                                                 
Rio Hondo 212                                                                            10                                                                               
Riverside 464                                                                            17                                                                               
San Bernardino 182                                                                            15                                                                               
San Diego 631                                                                            8                                                                                 
San Francisco 480                                                                            5                                                                                 
San Joaquin Delta 214                                                                            10                                                                               



Attachment 1

9/17/2021

Summary of Notification of Intent to Hire - 2021-22 Full-Time Faculty Hiring Funds **

District Full-Time Faculty as of July 1, 2021
Full-Time Faculty District Plans to Hire 

in 2021-22 
San Jose-Evergreen 244                                                                            12                                                                               
San Luis Obispo 132                                                                            5                                                                                 
San Mateo 326                                                                            30                                                                               
Santa Barbara 202                                                                            4                                                                                 
Santa Clarita 213                                                                            14                                                                               
Santa Monica 312                                                                            8                                                                                 
Sequoias 199                                                                            10                                                                               
Shasta-Tehama-Trinity 147                                                                            3                                                                                 
Sierra 223                                                                            18                                                                               
Siskiyou 34                                                                               2                                                                                 
Solano 128                                                                            1                                                                                 
Sonoma County 282                                                                            13                                                                               
South Orange 381                                                                            6                                                                                 
Southwestern 248                                                                            16                                                                               
State Center 658                                                                            26                                                                               
Ventura 423                                                                            13                                                                               
Victor Valley 116                                                                            -                                                                             
West Hills 84                                                                               6                                                                                 
West Kern 59                                                                               2                                                                                 
West Valley-Mission * 298                                                                            2                                                                                 
Yosemite 287                                                                            7                                                                                 
Yuba 125                                                                            3                                                                                 
Statewide Totals 18,418                                                                      623                                                                            
* District declined an allocation of the 2021-22 Full-Time Faculty Hiring Funds
** Describes district's faculty levels and faculty hiring plan prior to the allocation of 2021-22 Full-Time Faculty Hiring Funds



Attachment 2

Full-Time Faculty Hiring Funds Allocation

District
2021-22 Full-Time 
Faculty Hiring Funds

2018-19 Full-Time 
Faculty Hiring Funds

Total Full-Time Faculty 
Hiring Funds Allocation

Allan Hancock  $                               792,467  $                             379,934  $                                  1,172,401 
Antelope Valley                                1,010,357                                  471,536                                      1,481,893 
Barstow                                   209,024                                  104,406                                          313,430 
Butte                                1,015,754                                  461,204                                      1,476,958 
Cabrillo                                1,052,122                                  397,252                                      1,449,374 
Cerritos                                1,688,546                                  746,202                                      2,434,748 
Chabot-Las Positas                                1,688,084                                  836,790                                      2,524,874 
Chaffey                                1,207,221                                  649,702                                      1,856,923 
Citrus                                1,106,076                                  533,632                                      1,639,708 
Coast                                2,627,652                              1,449,179                                      4,076,831 
Compton                                   660,948                                  265,630                                          926,578 
Contra Costa                                2,682,827                              1,306,690                                      3,989,517 
Copper Mt.                                   141,501                                    67,610                                          209,111 
Desert                                   868,112                                  450,405                                      1,318,517 
El Camino                                1,671,656                                  872,500                                      2,544,156 
Feather River                                   181,006                                    72,790                                          253,796 
Foothill-DeAnza                                2,634,773                              1,087,522                                      3,722,295 
Gavilan                                   392,067                                  209,041                                          601,108 
Glendale                                1,173,639                                  619,873                                      1,793,512 
Grossmont-Cuyamaca                                1,583,625                                  763,126                                      2,346,751 
Hartnell                                   769,198                                  326,873                                      1,096,071 
Imperial                                   683,151                                  328,811                                      1,011,962 
Kern                                2,487,651                              1,001,192                                      3,488,843 
Lake Tahoe                                   198,601                                    74,571                                          273,172 
Lassen                                   140,323                                    60,296                                          200,619 
Long Beach                                2,096,706                                  839,358                                      2,936,064 
Los Angeles                                8,924,395                              4,443,839                                    13,368,234 
Los Rios                                5,017,282                              1,968,305                                      6,985,587 
Marin                                   326,758                                  165,436                                          492,194 
Mendocino-Lake                                   203,330                                  109,098                                          312,428 
Merced                                   827,020                                  410,977                                      1,237,997 
Mira Costa                                   991,232                                  490,115                                      1,481,347 
Monterey Peninsula                                   551,141                                  278,689                                          829,830 
Mt. San Antonio                                2,632,656                              1,453,372                                      4,086,028 
Mt. San Jacinto                                1,186,741                                  479,938                                      1,666,679 
Napa Valley                                   455,100                                  229,826                                          684,926 
North Orange County                                                  -                              1,441,228                                      1,441,228 
Ohlone                                   829,256                                  303,530                                      1,132,786 
Palo Verde                                   213,799                                    96,198                                          309,997 
Palomar                                1,599,874                                  850,561                                      2,450,435 



Attachment 2

Full-Time Faculty Hiring Funds Allocation

District
2021-22 Full-Time 
Faculty Hiring Funds

2018-19 Full-Time 
Faculty Hiring Funds

Total Full-Time Faculty 
Hiring Funds Allocation

Pasadena Area                                2,313,267                              1,065,528                                      3,378,795 
Peralta                                1,435,903                                  835,143                                      2,271,046 
Rancho Santiago                                2,020,503                              1,304,941                                      3,325,444 
Redwoods                                   294,015                                  162,035                                          456,050 
Rio Hondo                                1,264,125                                  589,666                                      1,853,791 
Riverside                                3,027,473                              1,356,306                                      4,383,779 
San Bernardino                                1,618,767                                  679,783                                      2,298,550 
San Diego                                3,025,628                              1,922,450                                      4,948,078 
San Francisco                                1,369,260                                  990,906                                      2,360,166 
San Joaquin Delta                                1,612,084                                  706,249                                      2,318,333 
San Jose-Evergreen                                1,109,639                                  529,156                                      1,638,795 
San Luis Obispo                                   763,862                                  374,535                                      1,138,397 
San Mateo                                1,576,616                                  698,364                                      2,274,980 
Santa Barbara                                1,180,838                                  552,807                                      1,733,645 
Santa Clarita                                1,581,127                                  742,433                                      2,323,560 
Santa Monica                                2,117,714                                  827,456                                      2,945,170 
Sequoias                                1,042,271                                  459,162                                      1,501,433 
Shasta-Tehama-Trinity                                   718,695                                  277,951                                          996,646 
Sierra                                1,424,829                                  676,433                                      2,101,262 
Siskiyou                                   120,796                                  108,998                                          229,794 
Solano                                   720,601                                  354,764                                      1,075,365 
Sonoma County                                1,800,352                                  863,978                                      2,664,330 
South Orange                                2,549,136                              1,198,207                                      3,747,343 
Southwestern                                1,365,542                                  591,549                                      1,957,091 
State Center                                2,988,515                              1,402,208                                      4,390,723 
Ventura                                2,595,512                              1,184,531                                      3,780,043 
Victor Valley                                   845,005                                  428,205                                      1,273,210 
West Hills                                   531,358                                  255,406                                          786,764 
West Kern                                   228,530                                  125,708                                          354,238 
West Valley-Mission                                                  -                                  562,882                                          562,882 
Yosemite                                1,520,909                                  736,290                                      2,257,199 
Yuba                                   715,457                                  338,733                                      1,054,190 
Statewide Total  $                       100,000,000  $                       50,000,000  $                             150,000,000 



Amendment to Brown Act 
 
On September 16, 2021, Governor Newsom signed AB 361, which amends the Brown Act to allow local 
legislative bodies the ability to conduct virtual meetings (as Los Rios had previously done throughout the 
pandemic pursuant to the Governor’s Executive Order).  The legislation included an urgency clause, 
which means it takes effect immediately.  
  
Virtual Meetings Allowed in Certain Circumstances 
  
In a nutshell, AB 361 allows local legislative bodies to continue holding remote meetings without 
complying with the normal Brown Act teleconferencing requirements, such as having to disclose the 
teleconferencing locations of remotely participating members or make them accessible to the public, 
but only under the following circumstances during a state of emergency proclaimed by the Governor: 
  

1)      State or local officials have imposed or recommended measures to promote social 
distancing; or 

2)      The legislative body is meeting for the purpose of determining, by a majority vote, that 
meeting in person would present imminent risks to the health or safety of attendees as a 
result of the state of emergency; or 

3)      The legislative body has already determined, by a majority vote, that meeting in person 
would present imminent risks to the health or safety of attendees as a result of the 
emergency. 

  
Special Findings Required  
  
In order to continue using the more flexible virtual meeting rules under AB361, if the state of emergency 
remains active for more than 30 days, local legislative bodies must reconsider the circumstances of the 
emergency and adopt findings by majority vote that either: 
  

(1) the state of emergency continues to directly impact the ability of members to meet safely in 
person;  or 

(2) state or local officials continue to impose or recommend social distancing measures. 
  
These findings must be made every thirty days at a public meeting in order to continue using the AB361 
virtual meetings provisions.  This means that we will likely need to have a standing action item to allow 
the board to make the required findings.  
  
Additional Requirements 
  
AB 361 requires a public comment period where the public can address the legislative body directly. It 
expressly prohibits local governments from limiting public comments to only comments submitted in 
advance and specifies that the legislative body “must provide an opportunity for the public to … offer 
comment in real time.” Additionally, the legislative body must allow for public comment up until the 
public comment period is closed at the meetings. The agenda must include information on the manner 
in which the public may access the meeting and provide comments remotely, and if technical problems 
arise that result in the public’s access being disrupted, the legislative body may not take any vote or 



other official action until the technical disruption is corrected and public access is restored.  Los Rios 
was already complying with these public comment best practices, so these additional statutory 
requirements should not add an additional hurdle for future virtual meetings.  
  
Not Just the Pandemic 
  
The statutory language was written in a way that would encompass not only the current pandemic, but 
other states of emergency declared by the Governor.  A legislative committee analysis, for example, 
cites wildfires and other emergency conditions that may qualify – but again, only if (and while) the 
Governor issues an emergency proclamation.  
  
Governor’s Emergency Proclamation 
  
The Governor issued an emergency proclamation for the COVID-19 pandemic in March of 2020.  That 
emergency proclamation has not been rescinded, and remains in effect.  The Governor could rescind his 
emergency proclamation at any time, and the legislature may also override an emergency proclamation 
by concurrent resolution.  Finally, there is pending litigation in Southern California challenging the length 
of the Governor’s current emergency order.  In the event that the existing COVID-19 emergency 
proclamation is rescinded by the Governor, the legislature, or the courts, we would no longer be eligible 
to use the AB361 virtual meeting process – the regular Brown Act teleconferencing rules would apply.  
  
Please let me know if you have any questions.  I will provide more information as it is available.   
 
Thanks, 
Jake 
  
  
  
Jacob Knapp 
General Counsel 
Los Rios Community College District 
1919 Spanos Court │Sacramento, CA 95825 
916.568.3006 │ knappj@losrios.edu 
 

  



The ARC Academic Senate offers its strong support for our Afghan students who may fear persecution 
for families or themselves in this time. Recognizing that the crisis in Afghanistan poses a threat to the 
safety of some of our students and their families, the ARC Academic Senate supports faculty giving 
flexibility for students to navigate their options for more privacy in the class environment. 

 نیا رد نکمم ھک نام ناغفا نایوجشناد زا ار شیوخ یوق تیامحAmerican River College) ( جلاک رویر نکیرما کیمداکا شخب
 نارحب ھکنیا تشاد رظن رد اب و ھتشاد زاربا ار ،دنشاب ھتشاد ار ناشدوخ ای و اھ لیماف ھجنکیش و رازا زا سرت راوشد طیارش
 فاطعنا زا جلاک رویر نکیرما کیمداکا شخب ، تسا ھتخاس عجاوم رطخ ھب ار ناشیاھ هداوناخ و نایوجشناد دادعتکی تینما ،ناتسناغفا
 .دیامنیم تیامح اھنا یصوصخ میرح ظفح و تولخ رتشیب یاھ ھنیزگ نداد تمسق رد ناداتسا یریذپ

We understand that students experiencing acute trauma need understanding, compassion, and 
resources. We support our faculty in negotiating deadlines and responsibilities with care for students 
under acute trauma. We support options for Afghan students to receive individual and group counseling 
tailored to the trauma of persecution. We advocate for the College to work tirelessly to identify students 
who may not have been able to reach the United States, and for the resources they and their families 
need for safe arrival back to Sacramento. 

 

 ام .دنراد یراکمھ و تقفش ، کرد ھب زاین ،دننکیم ھبرجت ار  یناور و یحور دیدش ھبرض ھک نایوجشناد ،میامنیم کرد لاماک ارنیا ام
 تیامح دنراد رارق داح یامورت رد ھک نایوجشناد یاھ تیلوسم و اھ لجعلا برض تمسق رد یریذپ فاطعنا رما رد نام ناداتسا زا
 تیامح ھجنکش و رازآ ھلسم ھب صتخم یھورگ و یدرف هرواشم تفایرد یارب ناغفا نایوجشناد یارب دوجوم یاھ ھنیزگ زا ام .میامنیم
 ناش یاھ لیماف و اھنا ھک عبانم ھب و دندرگرب اکیرما ھب دنتسناوتن ھک نایوجشناد ییاسانش یاتسار رد ات میدنمشھاوخ جلاک زا و هدومن

  .دنھد ھمادا ار شیوخ ریذپان یگتسخ یاھشلات ،دنراد ترورض وتنمرکس ھب نما تشگزاب تھج



Pashto 

The ARC Academic Senate offers its strong support for our Afghan students who may fear 
persecution for families or themselves in this time. Recognizing that the crisis in Afghanistan 
poses a threat to the safety of some of our students and their families, the ARC Academic 
Senate supports faculty giving flexibility for students to navigate their options for more privacy 
in the class environment. 

 

 وا ناC د لپخ د ېک تخو تخس ېدپ نکمم ېچ  ھخ; وکنوک هدز ناغفا ھغھ د ، ټنم1راپیډ کیمډاکا جلاک رویر نکیرما د
 د هرس ولوین ېک ماپ ھپ ھلسم ېغد د .يودنLر; ړتلام يوق لپخ يرلو هریو  ھخ; ېجنکش وا ولوروC وینروک د ولپخ د ای
 وکنووT د جلاک رویر نکیرما  .يړک ھتCنیمار ښاوL  يتینما ېی ھت وینروک وا وکنوک هدز ېنیC ږومز  چیکړک ناتسناغفا
 ونوباختنا ریډ لا )تیمرحم( ایتن1پ د ېک ریالیپاچ ھپ یZلو1 د ھت وکنوک هدز  ېچ يوک ړتلام ھخ; یریذپ فاطعنا ھغھ
 .يوکرو

We understand that students experiencing acute trauma need understanding, compassion, and 
resources. We support our faculty in negotiating deadlines and responsibilities with care for 
students under acute trauma. We support options for Afghan students to receive individual and 
group counseling tailored to the trauma of persecution. We advocate for the College to work 
tirelessly to identify students who may not have been able to reach the United States, and for 
the resources they and their families need for safe arrival back to Sacramento. 

 

 ،کرد يو ېړک ھبرجت ای وا ېلدیل ېی ھمدص  يناور وا يحور هدیدش ېچ يکنوک هدز ھغھ ،وږیھوپ ھT ېدناب ېدپ ږنوم
 امورت ای ېمدص یحور ېدیدش د ېچ ھخ; ولدوT فاطعنا / لماعت د وکنووT د ږنوم .يرل ایتړا ھت ونیچرس ھنیړا وا تقفش
 د ږنوم .ووک ړتلام هروپ يوک هرسرت ېی یک ھخرب ھپ ونوتیلؤسم د یوغھ دوا ودند وینروک د هرس وکنوک هدز ېدنلا
Cھخ; ېنتسیخا ې1ک د ونورایتخا ھتش د ھت وکنوک هدز ناغفا هراپل ېروشم ېزیا ھلډ وا يدارفنا د هړا ھپ یجنکش وا ېنورو 
 ای وا يشن یدینتس ھتریب  ھت وتلاایا هدحتم نکمم ېچ ينژیپو يکنوک هدز ھغھ ېچ ووک ھنتTوغ ھخ; جلاک ھل وا ووک ړتلام
 لوى یکنودیک یړتس ھن ھپ يرل ایتړا ېچ ھت ونیچرس وموک هراپل ودینتس ھتریب وینروک ولپخ وا ناC لپخ د ھت و1نمرکس
 .يړکو راک

 



Resources 
 

1. ARC Library Research Guide on Trauma-Informed Teaching 
 

https://libguides.arc.losrios.edu/trauma_informed_teaching 
 
 

2. Local Organizations connected to ARC that Support Refugees 
 

World Relief  
https://worldrelief.org/sacramento/  

IRC (International Rescue Committee)  
https://www.rescue.org/united-states/sacramento-ca 

Opening Doors 
https://www.openingdoorsinc.org 

 
Asian Resources, Inc. 

https://asianresources.org   
 



Proposal to adopt 2, 1, 0 Ranking for Faculty Hiring Requests 

Background: 
Typical practice for ranking faculty hiring requests has been as follows:  

1. Senators individually review application packets prepared by department faculty,  
2. Senators listen to oral presentations delivered by department faculty representatives at 

designated Academic Senate meeting, 
3. Senators individually rank each request using a “no ties” 1-X (X=total number of faculty 

hiring requests) spreadsheet, 
4. Individual spreadsheets are emailed to AS President/Secretary within a designated time 

frame 
5. Individual spreadsheets are consolidated by AS President/Secretary into one spreadsheet, 
6. Scores are totaled 
7. Totaled scores are presented as Academic Senate ranking, with lowest score = #1 (highest) 

ranked position through to highest score = #X (lowest) ranked position. Mathematical ties 
are ranked with the same number (ex: #6a & #6b) 

8. Ranked positions are presented to College President as the recommendations of the 
Academic Senate 

Concerns: 
• The ranking process is “politicized” - Senators may be expected to always rank their 

department’s or area’s positions #1  
o Some Senators have received backlash for not ranking as expected 
o Some area faculty think trading and other forms of gamesmanship occur during 

ranking 
o Ranking a position last is received as rude 

• Due to the “no ties” ranking system, Senators have to create artificial distinctions 
between requests of equal importance 

• Area deans ranking process is unknown, yet equally important as a recommendation to 
the College President 

• AS Rankings presented to College President have little/no context  
• The consolidated spreadsheet is published as the vote of the Academic Senate, but no 

actual vote has been taken 

Proposal: 
Adopt the 2, 1, 0 ranking system used across Los Rios during the screening process of employee 
hiring as a pilot for the Fall 2021 regular hiring cycle. 



How it could work: 
1. Senators individually review application packets prepared by department faculty,  
2. Senators listen to oral presentations delivered by department faculty representatives at 

designated Academic Senate meeting, 
3. Senators rate each application according to the following system: 

a. 2 = “yes” - this is a crucial position 
b. 1 = “maybe” – this is an important position  
c. 0 = “not now” – this may be an important position but not for this cycle 

4. Senators individually submit their rankings to a program (this program is also being used 
separately for area dean’s ranking) 

5. Program computes rankings with highest score being highest ranked position, lowest 
score being lowest ranked position etc 

6. Total rankings with scores are brought to following Academic Senate meeting as a 
consensus vote 

7. Ranked positions along with scores are presented to College President as the 
recommendations of the Academic Senate 
 

Potential benefits: 
• Eliminates some of the political pressure to rank one’s own area/department #1  
• Reduces opportunities for points “gamesmanship” (eg low ranking a popular position) 
• Eliminates need to rank one position last 
• Allows for the possibility of equally ranked positions 
• Aligns ranking process with what deans are using  
• Employs the same ranking system used throughout the district for screening & interview 

(hiring) committees due to being considered more equity-minded  
• Allows Academic Senate to review the ranking before approving 
• Provides College President additional information and context for Academic Senate 

recommendations (both ranking and scores) 

Potential drawbacks: 
• More likely to have ties in the ranking 
• Senators must use good judgement about how many positions receive 2’s – suggestion 

will be to limit 2’s to no more than 10, which is the best guess at how many positions we 
will be allotted by the District in this round. 



Location: Welcome & Support Center
Hours: M-F, 8:30am-5:00pm
Staff: Jasmine McGee

Counselor/ Coordinator
Fong Tran, Specialist
Maria  Quintero-Lenihan, SPA
Shania Trout, Student Help





California Community College
“Vision for Success”

Goal #2: Over five years, increase by 35 percent the 
number of California Community College students 
transferring annually to a UC or CSU. This is the increase 
needed to meet California’s future workforce demand for 
bachelor’s degrees, as projected by the Public Policy Institute 
of California. In California, occupations requiring bachelor’s 
degrees are growing even faster than jobs requiring associate 
degrees or less college.



ARC Strategic Goals for 2017-21
1. Students First

The College engages and connects students early and often to people, programs, and services as an integrated 
educational experience. By providing personalized, proactive support, the College fosters relationships that ensure 
all students, particularly the historically underserved and marginalized, persist, learn, and succeed.

2. Clear and Effective Paths
The College provides easily recognizable pathways to, through, and beyond ARC. Offering 
well-defined and supported pathways provides a foundation for success as students enter the 
College, make timely progress toward achieving their informed educational goals, and seamlessly 
transfer to other colleges and universities or find employment in their chosen career.

3. Exemplary Teaching, Learning & Working Environment
The College ensures an equitable, safe, and inclusive teaching, learning, and working environment. Culturally relevant 
curriculum, innovative, high-quality instructional methods and technologies, exemplary academic and student support 
services, and comprehensive and integrated professional development create the best conditions for teaching and 
learning. The College promotes liberation and honors the dignity, humanity, and contributions of all members of our 
community.

4. Vibrancy and Resiliency
The College promotes a culture of innovation, entrepreneurship, sustainability, and transparent communication. Proactive, 
effective, and efficient operational systems and governance and data-informed approaches to planning, decision-making, 
and resource allocation provide a high level of service to our students, community, and to one another.



Transfer Center Services
● Drop-In Services

○ College Application Assistance
○ College Exploration Tools

● Transfer Resource Directory
● University Representative Meetings
● Transfer Workshop Series
● University Tours
● Transfer Day/ Week



https://sarsgrid.arc.losrios.edu/esars/tcrep/eSARS.asp?WCI=Init&WCE=Settings


https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScd1psG3KFsaHcheEj9nbEZoUucd4aiQvvqp1dUK2eCGueu1g/viewform


https://arc.losrios.edu/why-arc/graduation-and-transfer/transfer-center/virtual-transfer-week


http://arc.losrios.edu/transfer-center


https://tinyurl.com/transferdirectory2020
https://tinyurl.com/transferdirectory2020


Transfer Center Drop In



University of California California State
University

Private University

Winter 2022 (UC Riverside) and 
Spring 2022 (UC Merced):
July 1-31

UCM Spring and UCR Winter TAG 
May 1-31

Spring 2022: 
August 1- August 31

Varying Dates

Fall 2022: 
November 1 - November 30

Fall 2022 TAG
September 1-September 30

Fall 2022: 
October 1 – November 30  

Application Deadlines 



University Tours

UC Davis 

UC Santa Cruz

UC 
Berkeley 
Chico 
State
Cal State 
East BaySan Jose State



Faculty Support
● Share Transfer Workshop Series & University Representative 

Calendar every semester
○ Email
○ Post on Canvas
○ Post hard copy Flyer

● Offer Extra Credit for attending workshops
● Offer Extra Credit for attending the Annual September 

Virtual Los Rios Transfer Week
● Encourage students to attend free University Tours



Thank you

Transfer Center Email
transfer@arc.losrios.edu 

Fong Tran, Specialist
tranf@arc.losrios.edu 

Jasmine McGee, Counselor
mcgeej@arc.losrios.edu 

mailto:transfer@arc.losrios.edu
mailto:tranf@arc.losrios.edu
mailto:mcgeej@arc.losrios.edu


PROJECT CHARTER

Project Team: Bias Response

Project Date Range: October 15, 2021 - March 15, 2022

Sponsoring Council:  Student Success Council

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND NEED (Why is the project necessary?)

American River College embarked upon a holistic redesign intended to transform the student experience. Foundational
to this work, its Strategic Plan Goal 3 calls for the College to ensure “an equitable, safe, and inclusive teaching, learning,
and working environment.” Furthermore, it asserts that “the College promotes liberation and honors the dignity,
humanity, and contributions of all members of our community.” Accountable to this goal, the college developed its first
Institutional Equity Plan. The implementation of the recommendations contained within this plan has shed a light on the
need for the College to develop a model to address actions and behaviors that cause damage to the core institutional
values of equity, safety, inclusion, liberation, and honoring the dignity and humanity of all members of the college
community. Examples of such actions and behaviors include instances that fall in the categories of hate, microaggression,
implicit and explicit bias on members of the College community. Collectively referred to as bias incidents, concrete
examples include threatening telephone calls or mail (including electronic mail), graffiti, physical assault, stalking,
vandalism, destruction of personal property, harassment, or coercion.

This project is proposed to provide a recommended model for responding to acts of bias upon members of the ARC
community. As a whole, this model should reflect that at ARC inclusion and the relationships between individuals are
valuable and important. Also, this model should foster an environment that further promotes employee development
and retention in support of the college mission.

PROJECT PURPOSE AND SCOPE (What is the project expected to encompass? What are the boundaries?)

This project will consider bias response as a strategic mechanism to enable the college to achieve its strategic goals. The
project team is expected to carefully consider how the college might best create a comprehensive, integrated, and
intentionally sequenced bias response model in support of the following goals:

▪ Strategic Goal 1: Students First
▪ Strategic Goal 3: Exemplary Working and Learning Environment
▪ Strategic Goal 4: Vibrancy and Resiliency

Underlying all of these goals is the institutional imperative: a commitment to social justice and equity that strives to
uphold the dignity and humanity of every student and employee.

The project will consider questions such as:

▪ How can a bias response model be structured to foster ARC’s commitment to inclusion, social justice, and
equity?

▪ How can recommendations of the Institutional Equity Plan related to bias response be integrated?
▪ How can recommendations of the Professional Development and Training Plan related to bias response be

integrated?
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PROJECT CHARTER

▪ How can a bias response model assure all members of the college community who experience or witness an act
of bias receive support and access to resources?

▪ Which resources (internal and external) are available and needed to provide a comprehensive, integrated bias
response effort?

The charge of the project team is limited to the planning process including steps such as assessment, analysis, strategy
design, and developing recommendations.  Actual implementation of a bias response model and strategies are beyond
the scope of work.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES (What is the project expected to achieve?)

Successful completion of this project is intended to achieve the following objectives:
1) Gather resources to inform the planning process such as initial insights from the institutional equity planning

process, promising practices from other institutions, and other relevant research
2) Assess the current state of ARC practices related to bias response, such as the Crisis Assessment Support Team

(CAST)
3) Assess practices and efforts at the College that pose barriers to an effective bias response model
4) Consider the composition/membership of a bias response team that would be most effective
5) Project the future needs of a bias response model considering the ARC Redesign and the rapidly changing

environment
6) Consider training and development needed for employees who participate as members of a bias response team,

as well as for members of the broader college community
7) Identify clear priorities for bias response at ARC
8) Develop recommendations that are actionable

PROJECT DELIVERABLES (What items will be produced during the project?)

Deliverables to be completed and/or submitted for approval:

1) Draft a recommended bias response model including
a. Purpose
b. Recommended team composition/membership roles
c. Team responsibilities
d. Member responsibilities
e. Training needed for members
f. Intake process to handle reported incidents of bias
g. Review/response process
h. Timeline for response

2) Other responsibilities to consider for the bias response model
a. Monitoring campus climate (data/research)
b. Advocating for prevention of incidents of bias and hate
c. Assisting campus groups and recommending educational programs
d. Monitoring current world events that may potentially trigger bias incidents

SUCCESS INDICATORS (How will success be measured or determined?)
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PROJECT CHARTER

The project will be considered successful when:

1) A draft report containing a bias incident model has been completed
2) Actionable recommendations are identified in the report
3) A draft of recommendations is considered through established governance channels
4) The adopted recommendations are available to serve as a roadmap for institutional bias response efforts

All of these indicators can be thoroughly accomplished through completion of the stated project objectives.

PROJECT ASSUMPTIONS (What conditions are believed to exist?)

The project team was authorized based on the following assumptions:

▪ ARC’s mission, strategic goals, and commitment to social justice and equity and the value of inclusion are central
to this work.

▪ New training needs will accompany much of the anticipated work of the ARC Redesign.
▪ Human interaction is impacted by the complexities of social dynamics and world events, manifesting as incidents

of bias and hate
▪ The higher education environment and the world of work are both changing extremely rapidly. Coping with

change while mitigating damage brought about by incidents of bias is a necessary strand of community college
professional development.

▪ Bias response expertise may need to be obtained through a variety of internal and external opportunities that
have varying associated costs. While it is recognized that available resources are limited, the team’s focus should
be placed on designing an effective model. The team is also encouraged to provide options and alternatives that
may be aligned to future resource constraints.

▪ In order to effectively realize the goals of ARC’s strategic plan, this project should consider a model appropriate
for various types of employees, including the dynamics of supporting a mobile workforce.

▪ Recommendations should consider a bias response model that builds internal capacity (e.g., train the trainer)
and provides just-in-time learning resources as well as ongoing development.

▪ The proposed deliverables will be developed in a manner that advances ARC efforts regarding LRCCD Board
Policy 1.2.12 which holds all employees accountable to “ensure an atmosphere in which controversial issues can
be presented fairly and in which the dignity of each individual is maintained.”

▪ The content, style, and format of the plan should be concise and accessible to the average person (not written
for an academic audience).

PROJECT RISKS, CONSTRAINTS, OR DEPENDENCIES (What factors might impact the project?  How might the project
intersect with the internal or external environment including other projects?)

The project team should be aware of the following known risks, constraints, and/or dependencies:

▪ Consideration should account for the intersection of this project and the CAST model
▪ Priorities will need to be aligned to the overarching framework of the Institutional Equity Plan
▪ This project needs to align with work involving the implementation of the Professional Development and Training

plan
▪ The implementation of recommendations may be subject to resource constraints.
▪
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS (What are the anticipated implications related to equity and inclusion; research and data; district
policies and regulations; district and/or college-wide practices; college-wide cross-functional relationships; and resource needs
such as staffing, workload, technology, and space/facilities?)

▪ Various implications are likely related to equity and inclusion in response to alignment of bias response to the
recommendations of the Institutional Equity Plan.

▪ There may be staffing, technology, and/or facility needs related to the provision of bias response team model.
▪ Opportunities may exist to partner with HR in the development of the bias response team model
▪ Data collection and analysis is likely to be needed to determine the effectiveness of the recommended bias

response team model once implemented.

PROJECT TIMELINE/KEY MILESTONES

September 2021 Initiation Project initiation and charter development
September 2021 Preparation Project planning; team scheduling; initial research and discovery; preparation for

kickoff
October 2021 Team-Based Work Project kickoff and homework (if determined beneficial by project lead/co-lead)

October 2021 Preparation Additional research and project planning
November-

December 2021
Team-Based Work Conduct assessment and analysis; project future needs, priorities, issues, and/or

themes; develop priorities and initial draft plan to be completed by
mid-December; final draft completed by December 15

January-February
2021

Formal Review Review and adoption of deliverables through governance processes

March 2021 Closure Celebrate the project team’s work and archive artifacts of the project

Planned Governance Flow of deliverables**
Meeting Date Council Desired Outcome
**SSC has deleted their
January meetings

Student Success Council ⌧ 1st Reading
□ 2nd Reading

February 7, 2022 Executive Leadership Team ⌧ 1st Reading
□ 2nd Reading

February 15th, 2022 Student Success Council □ 1st Reading
⌧ 2nd Reading - Recommendation to the ELT

March 7, 2022 Executive Leadership Team □ 1st Reading
⌧ 2nd Reading

Note: ???
*Dates above are tentative as the meeting schedule for 2021-22 has not yet been confirmed.

**Additional Academic Senate review may be necessary if the content of the deliverables includes recommendations related to
“policies for faculty professional development activities” which is a 10+1 item under the purview of the Academic Senate.

Standard Description of Project Stages
Project Stages Description

Initiation Activities leading to the authorization and chartering of a project team
Preparation Activities which occur once a team is authorized and can be conducted independently to plan,

schedule, and setup the project (project management steps)
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Team-Based Work Activities which occur in a collaborative environment in which the project team works based on the
scope of the charter

Formal Review Activities by which deliverables are submitted to the sponsoring council for formal approval; may
involve a sequence of governance review including ELT and/or other entities; formal review may
result in acceptance of the deliverables; request for the project team to revisit the
design/refinement stages; or abandonment of the project

Closure Activities to celebrate the success of the project and archive the artifacts of the work completed

PROJECT ORGANIZATION, ROLES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Role Responsibilities
Project Leads ▪ Prepares, leads, and follows up on meetings (see details of the

Role of the Chair in the ARC Governance Framework)

▪ Communicates the project to various stakeholders, and when

appropriate, solicits feedback on draft deliverables through

informal review processes

▪ Submits the final deliverables to the sponsoring council for

approval

Project Steward

(may be one of the leads or a separate individual)

▪ Manages the project on behalf of the sponsoring council

▪ Drafts the charter in consultation with the sponsoring council’s

chairs

▪ Conducts preliminary research to gather information on

promising practices, product options, or other relevant materials

to inform the project

▪ Develops a work plan based on the charter to organize,

sequence, and schedule the work of the project team within the

available time frame

▪ Reports progress to the sponsoring council

▪ Maintains and archives project documentation at the conclusion

of the project

▪ Assists the project leads as needed

Team Members ▪ Participates in all project meetings and activities

▪ Supplies valuable knowledge and perspective (often based on

the individual’s responsibilities or role at ARC)

▪ May be assigned specific project tasks to complete outside of

project meetings

▪ Assists with the “heavy lifting” that is required to accomplish the

project deliverables

External Consultant
(optional)

▪ Provides expertise and assistance from an external (non-ARC)

perspective

Executive Sponsor
(optional)

Large, high-impact projects only:
▪ Champions the project from the executive level to secure buy-in

and ensure viability

▪ Communicates project purpose and vision
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▪ Allocates appropriate resources to support effective

development, execution, and institutionalization

▪ Maintains awareness of project status and helps mitigate risk

▪ Mediates conflicts and facilitates dialogue to resolve project

issues

▪ Assumes other responsibilities as appropriate based on the

project scope

Please see Appendix A for a complete roster of the membership for each specified role.
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PROJECT STAKEHOLDERS (Who has a vested interest in the project? Who will it impact?)

⌧ Sponsoring Council ⌧ Project Team (including leads and members) □ Project Steward

⌧ Academic Senate □ Associated Student Body ⌧ Classified Senate ⌧ PES ⌧ Management beyond PES

□  Instruction □  Student Services □  Administrative Services

□ Specific departments or other entities:

COMMUNICATION PLAN (How will information be shared with the stakeholders?)

Based on the previously stated stakeholder list, the general plan for sharing project information is as follows:

Communicated By Audience Frequency Purpose
Project Lead Sponsoring Council Monthly Regular update of project status

Forward Motion College Monthly Brief updates on project work

Note: The communication plan above should contain more items, but needs input from the lead/co-lead.

Conflict Resolution
Any matter of significance which cannot be resolved by the project leads may be referred to the appropriate administrator (typically
the chair of the sponsoring council) or to the President’s Executive Staff (PES).  Any significant change in charter scope will require
approval of a revised charter by the Executive Leadership Team (ELT).
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APPENDIX A: PROJECT MEMBERSHIP

PROJECT TEAM

Name of Participant Role at the College

Project Lead Kolleen Ostgaard Dean of Student Services, Support Programs

Project Co-Lead Eric Handy Interim Dean of Student Engagement and Completion

Members Administrator

Administrator

Administrator

Classified Professional

Classified Professional

Classified Professional

Faculty

Faculty

Faculty

Student

Student

Note Taker

OTHER ROLES

Project Steward*

External Consultant(s)

Executive Sponsor
(high-impact projects only)

*May be one of the project leads or a separate individual

APPENDIX B: STUDENT PARTICIPATION
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The student voice contributes a diverse perspective to ARC project teams and is highly valued.  As project teams have

widely varied meeting schedules which can require a substantial time commitment, a flexible set of options have been

defined to ensure that project dialogue and deliverables are influenced by the student perspective.

Please check one or more boxes below that indicate the methods the project lead/co-lead intend to use to facilitate student
participation during this project.

Method Description Compensated?
☐ ASB Appointment Associated Student Body (ASB) appoints two students to

serve on the project team and attend all meetings. This
option is considered the standard method of
representation.

Yes

☐ Student Resource Panel In consultation with ASB, create a student resource panel
that is called upon by the project lead/co-lead to provide
student input at key points during the project. The
resource panel may be an existing group of students (e.g.,
Sages) or a temporarily formed group assigned to the
project.

Yes

☐ ASB Direct Involvement Lead/co-leads work directly with ASB to be placed on an
ASB agenda, present the project concept, and solicit input
from students during a regularly scheduled ASB meeting.

No

☐ Student Survey or Focus Group Project conducts a student survey or focus group through
the Institutional Research Office and uses the results to
inform the work of the project team.

No, but incentives
may be provided on a
case-by-case basis.

☐ Student Forum or Gallery Walk Project hold a student forum or gallery walk during which
large groups of students can provide input in response to
narrative or visual prompts.  ASB would be asked to assist
in publicizing the date/time of the event to the student
constituency.

No

☐ Other (please specify intended
methods)

Please see the “Governance: Student Compensation” document for further details on the compensation structure.
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Community Guidelines
Stay engaged:  Staying engaged means “remaining morally, emotionally, intellectually, and socially involved in the 
dialogue” (p.59)

Experience discomfort:  This norm acknowledges that discomfort is inevitable, especially, in dialogue about 
race, and that participants make a commitment to bring issues into the open.  It is not talking about these issues that create 
divisiveness.  The divisiveness already exists in the society and in our schools.  It is through dialogue, even when 
uncomfortable, the healing and change begin.

Speak your truth:  This means being open about thoughts and feelings and not just saying what you think others 
want to hear.

Expect and accept non-closure:  This agreement asks participants to “hang out in uncertainty” and not rush 
to quick solutions, especially in relation to racial understanding, which requires ongoing dialogue (pp.58-65). 

Prioritize confidentiality: Take what you learn, but please leave people’s names and stories here.

To support Zoom communication flow, mute your microphone until you plan to speak.  

Adapted from Glenn E. Singleton & Curtis Linton, Courageous Conversations about Race: A Field Guide for 
Achieving Equity in Schools. 2006. pp.58-65. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin.



 

 

Sacramento City College Academic Senate  
 
Resolution 2021-01:   Resolution in Support of Equity-focused Professional Development for Performance 
Review Team Members   
 

Whereas, the goals of California Community Colleges as stated in Title 5 include eradicating 
institutional racism, eliminating barriers to student equity, and ensuring “the equal educational 
opportunity of all students”, 1 and which are supported by Title 5 Job Announcements and Qualifications 
requiring “a sensitivity to and understanding of the diverse academic, socioeconomic, cultural, disability, 
gender identity, sexual orientation, and ethnic backgrounds of community college students”2  for faculty 
and administrative positions and,  

Whereas these goals have been similarly affirmed through formal positions adopted by the Los Rios 
Community College District (LRCCD) Board of Trustees (BOT), Los Rios Community College District 
Academic Senate (LRCCD AS), and Sacramento City College Academic Senate (SCC AS)3 and,  

Whereas, Sacramento City College’s New Faculty Academy (NFA), as a college-sponsored and 
college-funded professional development program, provides mentorship for new faculty through a 
curriculum focused on “culturally responsive teaching, innovation, and transformation”, equipping faculty 
to “teach in an inclusive, culturally appropriate, culturally responsive manner so that each student has an 
equitable opportunity to learn and succeed”4 and,  

Whereas, Performance Review Teams have significant influence over the career, pedagogical 
practices, and working environment of tenure-track faculty,5 and include members who may or may not 
have been trained in culturally responsive practices and,   

Whereas, Sacramento City College’s (SCC) Faculty Statement of Professional Ethics affirms that 
faculty should “regularly assess for personal biases and remain dedicated to a culture of equity and fair 
advancement for all,”6 and this commitment includes an Equity Reflection7 that is now required of all 
faculty undergoing performance review as evidence of the importance of equitable faculty practices in the 
pedagogical assignment and,  

Whereas, “policies for faculty professional development activities” are a “10+1” issue and are under 
the Academic Senate purview as a recommending body to our college administration and to our LRCCD 
Board of Trustees 8 therefore,  

 
 
Resolved, that the Sacramento City College Academic Senate recommends and urges all members of 

faculty Performance Review Teams to engage in equity and anti-racist professional development offered 
or sponsored by our SCC Staff Resource Center for this purpose and,   

Resolved, we urge our College administration to examine and align institutional practices with 
stated equity commitments in order to ensure a fair and equitable process for all faculty undergoing the 
performance review process and,   

Resolved, we urge the Los Rios Colleges Federation of Teachers (LRCFT)  to consider how equity and 
anti-racism efforts may be further supported by future contract negotiations regarding the performance 
review process and,  

Resolved, that we as an Academic Senate body will disseminate this resolution widely to 
constituency groups at Sacramento City College, our District Academic Senate, our College and District 
administrative personnel, and our Board of Trustees.   

 
 
 



 

 

 
Notes:  

  
1 CCC Statement on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion, Title 5 CCR § 51201  
2 CCC Job Announcements and Qualifications, Title 5 CCR § 53022  
3 LRCCD BOT Resolution № 2020-09 Affirming Our Commitment to Student Success for Black and African 
American Students, Adopted July 14, 2020.  LRCCD Academic Senate Call to Action, Approved Tuesday 
November 17, 2020.  SCC Academic Senate Resolution in Support of Equity, Anti-Racism, and the ASCCC and 
DAS Calls to Action, Approved December 1, 2020  
4 SCC NFA Curriculum Syllabus 
5 LRCFT Contract 2021-2023 Articles 8 https://employees.losrios.edu/lrccd/employee/doc/hr/cba/lrcft2020-
2023.pdf 
6 SCC Faculty Statement of Professional Ethics https://inside.scc.losrios.edu/faculty/faculty-ethics-and-
performance 
7LRCFT Contract 2021-2023 Article 8 and Appendix E1 
https://employees.losrios.edu/lrccd/employee/doc/hr/cba/lrcft2020-2023.pdf 
8 LRCCD BOT P-3412 https://losrios.edu/shared/doc/board/policies/P-3412.pdf 

 
 



Committee & Council Vacancies (as of 9/23/21)

● Curriculum: 1 openings (Fine & Applied Arts)

● Program Review: 2 openings (Transfer, SS/Equity)

● Professional Standards: 3 openings (Health & Education, Kinesiology & 
Athletics, Public Safety)

● SLO Assessment: 2 openings (CTE, Counseling)

● Student Success Council: 1 opening (CTE)
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District Accessibility Plan Implementation Committee 
 
2020-2021 Year-End Report 

Sept. 15, 2021 

Co-Chairs: Torence Powell, Kandace Knudson 
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Committee Membership 

Faculty Co-Chair (DAS Member) 

Kandace Knudson SCC DE Coordinator 

Faculty 

ARC 

Leslie Reeves, Universal Design for Learning Coordinator 

CRC 

Pat Crandley DE Coordinator (@ SCC 2021-22) 
Jena Trench OCDC & Biology Professor 

FLC 

Daniel Hale Physics/Astronomy Professor 
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Summary and Goals for this report 

This report summarizes the work completed during the first year of the District Accessibility 
Plan Implementation Committee (DAPIC), formed in Spring of 2020 in response to the 2019 
Accessibility Plan drafted by the LRCCD districtwide Accessibility Task Force.  

The DAPIC work summarized here suggests processes and responsibilities for the creation and 
curation of accessible instructional materials in order to ensure that our learning environments 
are accessible to all and compliant with Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and other 
relevant California and federal government laws. As the CCCCO explains in its 2018 
“Information and Communication Technology and Instructional Material Accessibility 
Standard,” “ensuring equal access to equally effective instructional materials and ICT is the 
responsibility of all CCC administrators, faculty, and staff.” Accordingly, this committee is 
developing distributed responsibilities for this work. 

Although created with a one-year timeline, it is the intention of the DAPIC to continue its work 
as long as necessary in order to ensure that the LRCCD is able to sustainably support the 
creation and maintenance of accessible instructional materials as part of its routine functions. 
Because ensuring the accessibility of instructional materials requires advanced, specialized 
knowledge and the systematic implementation of processes and training for not just faculty but 
also classified professionals and administrators, it is the expectation of the DAPIC that this 
report and the committee’s ongoing work will inform current and future planning processes at 
the colleges and district. Such planning must immediately address the need for new 
infrastructural support personnel who perform the specialized accessibility work outlined in this 
report. 

Changing the practices at the district and its colleges to ensure that accessibility is a priority 
must include a shift in culture so that the people of the LRCCD embrace accessibility as a shared 
responsibility.  

Initial goals of DAPIC and key results 

DAPIC was charged in Spring of 2020 to “work to better understand the scope of the work 
required to create and remediate ICT, with a specific focus on instruction materials. The 
committee will also identify the types of resources needed.” 

The committee’s five initial goals and key results: 

1. Inventory the scope of work required to meet accessibility standards and guidelines. 

The work required to ensure the accessibility of ICT is broad and excessive, requiring specialized 
accessibility expertise.  

2. Identify areas that faculty should be responsible to meet accessibility standards. 

Faculty—with appropriate training—will be able to create accessible materials in most cases 
and will need support from accessibility specialists at their campus and district. 
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3. Identify needed training resources for faculty to meet accessibility standards and 
guidelines. 

Training for faculty should be facilitated, recurrent, and part of a wrap-around accessibility 
support mechanism for all LRCCD employees. 

4. Identify areas of higher-level ICT accessibility issues that should not be completed by 
faculty.  

Ensuring accessible ICT requires high-level, specialized knowledge that should be provided by 
continuing, institutionalized campus and district resources and personnel, dedicated to ICT 
accessibility. 

5. Identify the workload impacts required to meet accessibility standards and guidelines. 

The wholesale shift to a culture of accessibility at LRCCD will require a significant and 
distributed workload, supported by campus and district specialists and new processes to be 
developed and refined over the next several years.   

Summary of DAPIC Work Fall 2020- Spring 2021 

In response to the five tasks outlined above in the original DAPIC charge, the committee 
created five corresponding work groups. Work groups completed their assigned tasks with the 
help of the larger committee. See the Appendices A-D for the completed Scope of Work, 
Proposed Faculty and Specialist Responsibilities, Training Objectives, and Workload 
Implications.  

Additionally, work groups provided overall recommendations, which are included in the 
Recommendations section in the end of the document.  

DAPIC (Strategic-Level) Committee Observations and Recommendations 

Culture Change 

● We need a culture change: Considering accessibility as a “burden” places emotional load 
onto our LRCCD community members who have disabilities, visible or otherwise. 
Changes are needed in the culture to shift the perception of the term “accessibility” as a 
shared responsibility, not a burden. 

● There is incentive to ignore accessibility because the ever-changing accessibility tools 
and standards that faculty (and others) are expected to apply to course materials 
creates conflicting information and significant additional workload.  

Faculty Workload  

● No amount of training will effectively address all the workload issues related to 
accessibility. Resources including additional staffing will be necessary. 

● The workload associated with accessibility is not evenly distributed among disciplines, 
therefore it can be expected that some faculty areas will need more specialist support 
than others.  
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Legal Guidance 

● The 2019 Accessibility Plan and board policies R-2731 and P-7136 should be vetted and 
updated by the new LRCCD counsel with appropriate consultation as needed from CCC 
Accessibility Center and DAPIC. 

DSPS and DE Team Collaborations 

• Campus Distance Education and DSPS teams need to work collaboratively and 
seamlessly with faculty in both the provision of 504 accommodations for students and 
508 accessibility in the digital environment so that students easily  receive services and 
access they need.  

Support for All at LRCCD 

● Wrap-around support for all Los Rios employees, housed on the College campuses and 
including accessibility specialists, should be established and institutionalized into routine 
district and campus processes. 

Long-term Accessibility Leadership 

● Recommend continued, long-term DAPIC work to lead changes in culture and practice to 
prioritize accessibility for the benefit of all  

o Accessibility experts across district are DAPIC, and they are poised to guide these 
changes mentioned here  

Proposed Next Steps 

Fall 2021 

• Solicit approval for DAPIC long-term work 
• Re-convene in Fall 2021 with continued appointments and new committee members as 

needed and agreed upon by DAS/LRCCD 
• Construct DAPIC goals and timeline 

o Proposed Goals 2021-2022 
§ Create subcommittees/work groups to address non-instructional 

materials  
§ Develop training plan   
§ Refine captioning and develop other related document and multimedia 

processes, identifying long-term budget sources such as direct access to 
Distance Education Captioning and Transcription (and leveraging HEERF $ 
where appropriate) 

§ Develop recommendations for building wrap-around Support for All, 
including support for non-instructional personnel such as classified 
professionals and administrators where appropriate  

§ Develop long-term plan for DAPIC 2022-2023, (leveraging HEERF $ where 
appropriate) 
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Background/Context:  LRCCD Accessibility Plan 

The LRCCD Accessibility Task Force was created in response to a 2017 California State Auditor 
report that audited four California Community Colleges, including American River College. The 
audit found that the colleges they examined “do not have processes to monitor whether they 
comply with accessibility standards for instructional materials”:  

None of the three community colleges we reviewed are monitoring their 
performance in responding to requests from students with disabilities for 
course materials in accessible media formats (alternate media) . . .. These 
colleges also do not have processes to monitor whether they comply with 
accessibility standards for instructional materials, nor has the Office of the 
Chancellor of the California Community Colleges (Chancellor’s Office) provided 
guidance to the colleges in either of these areas because it has focused its 
guidance in other areas and has limited staffing. As a result, the colleges 
cannot demonstrate that they are meeting students’ requests for accessible 
materials within a reasonable time frame. When students do not have equal 
access to instructional materials and their requests for an alternate format are 
not addressed promptly, they do not have equal educational opportunities.  

In response to the findings, the LRCCD implemented Blackboard Ally software to help convert 
instructional materials in Canvas to multiple, accessible formats. It also created the Accessibility 
Taskforce, which—via the work of a consultant—culminated in the aforementioned 
Accessibility Implementation Plan as well as related updates to Board accessibility policies and 
regulations 7136 and 8321. While the Accessibility Implementation Plan was collaboratively 
developed with accessibility as its primary goal, its resource needs were left to be determined 
and filled. DAPIC work addresses those needs.   
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Appendix A 

Outcome 1: Scope of work 

District Accessibility Plan Implementation Committee 

Scope of Work Required to Meet Accessibility Standards 
Problem Statement 

LRCCD offers almost 10,000 course sections containing over 760,000 ICT content items, the 
majority of which require remediation in order to be compliant with Section 508 of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Remediating existing course materials has been documented to be 
extremely time-intensive and presents faculty workload issues not addressed in the LRCFT 
contract. Remediating existing digital course materials to ensure accessibility also requires 
expertise in fields such as Assistive Technology, Information Technology, and Instructional 
Design.  

Most importantly, accessible digital content means creating an inclusive educational 
environment where all students can succeed. 

Goal 

The goal of this document is to define and inventory the scope of work required to meet 
accessibility standards for all course digital content. 

Inventory and Tasks 

To ensure our information and communication technology (ICT), or digital content, is accessible 
and usable by individuals with differing abilities, including students, and District colleagues, we 
have identified the following elements and what is needed to make them accessible. Instructors 
will need accessibility training to learn what needs to be accomplished to make the following 
ICT items accessible and then training to gain the ability to use specific tools to check for 
accessibility.  
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Table of Contents 

Canvas Content and Assessments 

ICT Item(s) Outcomes Needed for 
100% Accessibility Processes Needed Training 

All Canvas pages and 
assessments that have 
been added, including: 

● Pages 
● Assignments 
● Discussions 
● Quizzes 
● Surveys 
● Announcements 

 

Materials are Section 508 
compliant: 

● Heading styles are 
used with correct 
heading structure 

● Meaningful 
alternative text for 
images 

● Appropriate color 
contrast between 
text and 
background colors 

● Appropriate color 
usage, i.e. color is 
not used to relay 
crucial information 

● Meaningful 
hyperlink text 

● Ordered and 
unordered lists 
created with the 
list tool 

● Accessible tables 
with headers 

● Appropriate text 
sizing is used 

1. Create and add 
Canvas content and 
assessments with 
universal design 
principles in mind. 

2. Use the Canvas 
Accessibility 
Checker or 
PopeTech to check 
each page and 
assessment. 

3. Make suggested 
remediations. 

4. Review for 
inaccessible 
elements not found 
by the checker. 

5. Remediate any 
additional 
problems. 

Note: The Ally tool can 
also be used to check for 
and help provide 
alternative text for 
images and assess color 
contrast of images on 
Canvas pages. The Ally 
tool cannot improve color 
contrast issues. 
 

● Introduction to 
Teaching with Canvas: 
create content and 
assessments in Canvas 
and effectively use the 
Rich Content Editor in 
Canvas 
@ONE Intro to 
Teaching with Canvas 

● Introduction to Web 
Accessibility:  a 
foundational 
understanding of what 
web accessibility 
means 
○ @ONE Self-Paced 

Accessibility in 
Canvas 

○ @ONE Creating  
Accessible Course 
Content 

○ Los Rios Accessible 
Course Creation 
Academy 

● Canvas Accessibility 
Checker or PopeTech 
Training: use the 
accessibility tools that 
are available to check 
and remediate Canvas 
content 
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Microsoft Documents: Word, Excel, and PowerPoint1 

ICT Item(s) Outcomes Needed for 
100% Accessibility Processes Needed Training 

All Microsoft 
Documents that are 
added into Canvas or 
distributed via email 
or other electronic 
means: 

● Word 
● Excel 
● PowerPoint 

Materials are Section 508 
compliant: 
● Heading styles are 

used with correct 
heading structure 

● Provide meaningful 
alternative text for 
images 

● Ensure appropriate 
color contrast 
between text and 
background colors 
(4:1) 

● Appropriate color use, 
i.e. color is not used 
to relay crucial 
information 

● Use meaningful 
hyperlink text 

● Use ordered and 
unordered lists 
created with the list 
tool 

● Tables are accessible 
with defined 
row/column headers 

● Use appropriate text 
sizes 

● Document title is 
included 

● PowerPoint content is 
ordered correctly on 
each slide 

1. Create Microsoft 
documents with 
universal design 
principles in mind. 

2. Run the Microsoft 
Accessibility Checker 
on each document. 

3. Make suggested 
remediations. 

4. Review for inaccessible 
elements not found by 
the checker. 

5. Remediate any 
additional problems. 

 
 

Accessible Microsoft 
Word and PowerPoint 
Training - Create 
documents with 
accessibility in mind and 
use the checker to 
remediate any issues 
 

● @ONE Self-Paced 
Microsoft Word 
Accessibility 
 

● @ONE Self-Paced 
PowerPoint 
Accessibility 
 

● @ONE Creating 
Accessible Course 
Content 

● Los Rios Accessible 
Course Creation 
Academy 

● Understanding 
Document 
Accessibility (OER 
resource) 
 

  

 
1 Other Office Software, Apache Open Office, LibreOffice, and other equivalent office software 
packages, are also included in the Outcomes Needed column. 
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Google Documents: Docs, Sheets, and Slides 

ICT Item(s) Outcomes Needed for 
100% Accessibility Processes Needed Training 

All Google files that 
are linked to from 
within Canvas or 
distributed via email 
or other electronic 
means: 

● Docs 
● Sheets 
● Slides 

 

Materials are Section 508 
compliant: 

● Heading styles are 
used with correct 
heading structure 

● Provide meaningful 
alternative text for 
images 

● Appropriate color 
contrast between text 
and background 
colors (4:1) 

● Appropriate color use, 
i.e. color is not used 
to relay crucial 
information 

● Use meaningful 
hyperlink text 

● Use ordered and 
unordered lists 
created with the list 
tool 

● Tables are accessible 
with defined 
column/row headers 

● Use appropriate text 
sizes 

● Document title is 
included 

● Slides content is 
ordered correctly on 
each slide 

1. Create Google files 
with universal design 
principles in mind. 

2. Run the Grackle 
Accessibility Checker 
on each file. 

3. Make suggested 
remediations. 

4. Review for 
inaccessible elements 
not found by the 
checker. 

5. Remediate any 
additional problems. 

 

How to use Grackle -  
Create Google files with 
accessibility in mind and 
use Grackle to remediate 
any issues 

● @ONE Creating 
Accessible Course 
Content 

● Los Rios Accessible 
Course Creation 
Academy 

● Understanding 
Document 
Accessibility (OER 
resource) 
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Adobe PDFs 

ICT Item(s) Outcomes Needed for 
100% Accessibility Processes Needed Training 

PDFs added into 
Canvas or 
distributed via 
email or other 
electronic means 
 

Materials are Section 508 
compliant: 

● Heading styles are 
used with correct 
heading structure 

● Meaningful 
alternative text for 
images 

● Appropriate color 
contrast between 
text and background 
colors 

● Appropriate color 
use, i.e. color is not 
used to relay crucial 
information 

● Meaningful 
hyperlink text 

● Ordered and 
unordered lists 
created with the list 
tool 

● Accessible tables 
with headers 

● Appropriate text size 
● Document title is 

included 

If PDF is created by from a document: 
1. Create the original file (ex: Word 

document) with universal design 
principles in mind. 

2. Run an Accessibility Checker on 
the original file. Ex: Microsoft 
Accessibility Checker is used for 
a Word document.  

3. Make suggested remediations to 
the original file. 

4. Review for inaccessible elements 
not found by the checker. 

5. Remediate any additional 
problems. 

6. Convert original file to PDF. 
7. Run Adobe Accessibility Check 

on the PDF. This step requires 
the Pro version of Adobe 
Acrobat. 

8. Make suggested remediations, 
including adding and editing tags 
and setting a logical reading 
order. This step requires 
advanced technology knowledge 
of Acrobat Pro. 

If PDF is NOT created from an existing 
document: 

1. Use Ally in Canvas to 
check/remediate PDFs. There is 
no guarantee that this tool will 
result in a high-quality accessible 
PDF - results will vary. 

2. Use Adobe Accessibility Check in 
Adobe Acrobat Pro, CCC 
Document Converter, or other 
OCR software to remediate 
issues not fixed with Ally. This 
step requires advanced tech 
knowledge and specialized 
software. 

The use of Canvas 
Pages or Word 
documents should 
be encouraged 
over the use of 
PDFs, which can be 
very challenging to 
remediate. 

Scanning 
documents to PDF 
format is not 
recommended. 

● @ONE Self-
Paced PDF 
Accessibility 

● Los Rios 
Accessible 
Course 
Creation 
Academy 

● Understandin
g Document 
Accessibility 
(OER 
resource) 
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Multimedia: Audio and Video 

ICT Item(s) Outcomes Needed for 
100% Accessibility Processes Needed Training 

Multimedia added 
to Canvas courses 
or shared via email 
or other electronic 
means, including: 

● Videos 
created by 
faculty with 
tools like 
screencast-o-
matic and 
Canvas Studio 

● Non-
instructor 
owned videos  

● Audio created 
by faculty 

● Non-
instructor 
owned audio 
files 

 

Materials are Section 
508 compliant: 

● High quality closed 
captioning or 
subtitling are in 
place for all video 
files, made by 
humans, NOT by 
automated 
processes. 

● Complete text 
transcriptions 
accompany all 
audio files. 

Faculty owned/created multimedia: 
If videos and audio are hosted at 
3CMedia, requests for free high-
quality video captioning and text 
transcripts of audio files should be 
requested. 
 
If videos are hosted on YouTube, 
Canvas Studio, or other locations, 
auto-captions should be checked for 
accuracy. Any errors in spelling, 
punctuation, capitalization, etc 
should be fixed. 
 
Non-instructor owned videos: 
(SCC) Coordinated through local DE, 
materials are delivered to an outside 
vendor so that compliant captioning 
can be generated. This service is 
paid for through the state DECT 
grant. Procedures for payment, as 
well as return and embedding of 
captioned videos depends upon the 
original source materials. Public 
YouTube videos are the easiest to 
work with, while others (Vimeo, 
news organization websites, etc.) 
are more involved processes. Once 
captions are returned, local DE team 
works with the instructor to provide 
these materials. These new 
captioned videos do not replace 
existing, embedded content, but 
rather are provided in addition to 
for those that need it. 
A similar process would be needed 
for 3rd party audio files if the 
publisher does not provide a 
transcript. 
 

● @ONE Creating 
Accessible 
Course Content 
 

● Los Rios 
Accessible 
Course Creation 
Academy 
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OER, Publisher Content, Software, and Canvas LTI Tools 

ICT Item(s) Outcomes Needed for 
100% Accessibility Processes Needed Training 

Third-party digital 
course content 
adopted by faculty 
and used by students 
in online or face-to-
face courses sources, 
including: 

● OER Textbooks 
● Publisher 

ebooks (ex: 
Cengage or 
Pearson) 

● Software (ex: 
MyMathLab) 

● Canvas LTI Tools 
(ex: FlipGrid, 
NetTutor, 
Proctorio) 

● Non-canvas 
apps 
(Instagram, 
Quizlet, etc…) 

Materials are Section 508 
compliant 

1. Request that the OER 
author or publisher 
complete a Section 508 
Voluntary Product 
Accessibility Template.  

2. Evaluate the accessibility 
compliance level of the 
product by reviewing the 
checklist for accessibility 
barriers reported by the 
vendor. *Accessibility 
expertise is required 

3. If the vendor reports that 
the product has accessibility 
barriers, an equally effective 
alternative access plan 
(EEAAP) must be developed. 
Faculty will work with DSPS 
and other accessibility 
experts to craft this plan.  

None 
 

External Web Sites 

ICT Item(s) Outcomes Needed for 
100% Accessibility Processes Needed Training 

Any websites 
shared with 
students by 
instructors 

Websites are Section 
508 compliant 

1. Run a web accessibility checker 
like WAVE (Web Accessibility 
Evaluation Tool) to assess web 
pages 

2. Websites that are shared with 
students should ultimately 
meet WCAG 2.1 AA standards. 
This is very rare, so besides 
running a tool like WAVE, some 
basic testing is needed. 

3. Basic Accessibility Testing for 
faculty. 

Faculty do not need to 
check for accessibility in 
this much detail: Web 
Accessibility Checklist 
compiled by California. 
Community Colleges 
Accessibility Center. We 
can develop a tool like the 
Basic Accessibility Testing 
document and add more 
detail. 
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Appendix B 

Outcomes 2 and 4: Faculty responsibilities (in green); Specialist responsibilities (in yellow) 

District Accessibility Plan Implementation Committee 
Scope of Work Required to Meet Accessibility Standards 

Proposed Faculty and Specialist Responsibilities 

Responsibilities Table of Contents 

Canvas Content and Assessments 

Microsoft Documents: Word, Excel, and PowerPoint 

Google Documents: Docs, Sheets, and Slides 

Adobe PDFs 

Multimedia, Audio, and Video 

OER & Publisher Content 

External Web Sites 

Canvas Content and Assessments 

ICT Item(s) 
Outcomes Needed 

for 100% 
Accessibility 

Processes 
Needed Responsibility 

All Canvas pages and 
assessments that have 
been added, 
including: 
• Pages 
• Assignments 
• Discussions 
• Quizzes 
• Surveys 
• Announcements 

Materials are 
Section 508 
compliant: 
• Heading styles 

are used with 
correct 
heading 
structure 

• Meaningful 
alternative text 
for images - 
See 
specialist  note 
to the right. 

• Appropriate 
color contrast 

1. Create and 
add Canvas 
content and 
assessments 
with universal 
design 
principles in 
mind. 

2. Use the 
Canvas 
Accessibility 
Checker or 
PopeTech to 
check each 
page and 
assessment. 

• Faculty 
o Headings 
o Alt-text for basic 

images 
o Proper use of color 

(with training) 
o Meaningful hyperlink 

text 
o Use of Lists tools 

• Specialist 
o Alt-text or written 

descriptions for 
complex images 
(graphs, works of art, 
diagrams, etc) 
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ICT Item(s) 
Outcomes Needed 

for 100% 
Accessibility 

Processes 
Needed Responsibility 

between text 
and 
background 
colors 

• Appropriate 
color usage, 
i.e. color is not 
used to relay 
crucial 
information 

• Meaningful 
hyperlink text 

• Ordered and 
unordered lists 
created with 
the list tool 

• Accessible 
tables with 
headers 

• Appropriate 
text sizing is 
used 

3. Make 
suggested 
remediations. 

4. Review for 
inaccessible 
elements not 
found by the 
checker. 

5. Remediate 
any additional 
problems. 

Note: The Ally tool 
can also be used to 
check for and help 
provide alternative 
text for images and 
assess color 
contrast of images 
on Canvas pages. 
The Ally tool cannot 
improve color 
contrast issues.  

o Tables  (Initially - 
Training can address 
need) 

Microsoft Documents: Word, Excel, and PowerPoint 

ICT Item(s) 
Outcomes Needed 

for 100% 
Accessibility 

Processes Needed Training 

All Microsoft 
Documents that 
are added into 
Canvas or 
distributed via 
email or other 
electronic 
means: 
• Word 
• Excel 
• PowerPoint  

Materials are Section 
508 compliant: 
• Heading styles 

are used with 
correct heading 
structure 

• Provide 
meaningful 
alternative text 
for images - See 
Specialist note 
to the right. 

• Ensure 
appropriate 
color contrast 
between text 

1. Create 
Microsoft 
documents 
with 
universal 
design 
principles in 
mind. 

2. Run the 
Microsoft 
Accessibility 
Checker on 
each 
document. 

• Faculty 
o Headings 
o Alt-text for basic images 
o Proper use of color (with 

training) 
o Meaningful hyperlink text 
o Use of Lists tools 

• Specialist 
o Alt-text or written 

descriptions for complex 
images (graphs, works of 
art, diagrams, etc.)  
§ Discipline specific will 

be helpful 
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ICT Item(s) 
Outcomes Needed 

for 100% 
Accessibility 

Processes Needed Training 

and 
background 
colors (4:1) 

• Appropriate 
color use, i.e. 
color is not 
used to relay 
crucial 
information 

• Use meaningful 
hyperlink text 

• Use ordered 
and unordered 
lists created 
with the list 
tool 

• Tables are 
accessible with 
defined 
row/column 
headers 

• Use 
appropriate 
text sizes 

• Document title 
is included 

• PowerPoint 
content is 
ordered 
correctly on 
each slide  

3. Make 
suggested 
remediations. 

4. Review for 
inaccessible 
elements not 
found by the 
checker. 

5. Remediate 
any 
additional 
problems. 

 

o Tables (Initially - Training 
can address need) 

o Proper use of color and 
text sizing if visually 
complex documents 
being created 

o PowerPoint reading 
order (Initially - training 
can help address) 

o Additional specialist - 
Math or Equation editors 
(MathType, LaTex, 
ChemType, etc) 

 

Google Documents: Docs, Sheets, and Slides 

ICT Item(s) Outcomes Needed for 
100% Accessibility Processes Needed Responsibility 

All Google files 
that are linked to 
from within 
Canvas or 
distributed via 
email or other 
electronic means: 
• Docs 

Materials are Section 
508 compliant: 
• Heading styles are 

used with correct 
heading structure 

• Provide 
meaningful 
alternative text 

1. Create Google 
files with 
universal design 
principles in 
mind. 

2. Run the Grackle 
Accessibility 

• Faculty 
o Headings 
o Alt-text for basic 

images 
o Proper use of 

color (with 
training) 
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ICT Item(s) Outcomes Needed for 
100% Accessibility Processes Needed Responsibility 

• Sheets 
• Slides 

 

for images - See 
Specialist note to 
the right. 

• Ensure 
appropriate color 
contrast between 
text and 
background colors 
(4:1) 

• Appropriate color 
use, i.e. color is 
not used to relay 
crucial 
information 

• Use meaningful 
hyperlink text 

• Use ordered and 
unordered lists 
created with the 
list tool 

• Tables are 
accessible with 
defined 
row/column 
headers 

• Use appropriate 
text sizes 

• Document title 
is included 

• PowerPoint 
content is 
ordered 
correctly on 
each slide 

Checker on each 
file. 

3. Make suggested 
remediations. 

4. Review for 
inaccessible 
elements not 
found by the 
checker. 

5. Remediate any 
additional 
problems. 
 

o Meaningful 
hyperlink text 

o Use of Lists tools 
• Specialist 

o Alt-text or 
written 
descriptions for 
complex images 
(graphs, works of 
art, diagrams, 
etc.)  

§ Discipline specific 
will be helpful 

o Tables (Initially - 
Training can 
address need) 

o Proper use of 
color and text 
sizing if visually 
complex 
documents being 
created 

o PowerPoint 
reading order 
(Initially - training 
can help address) 
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Adobe PDFs 

ICT Item(s) Outcomes Needed for 
100% Accessibility Processes Needed Responsibility 

PDFs added 
into Canvas 
or 
distributed 
via email or 
other 
electronic 
means 
 

Materials are Section 
508 compliant: 
• Heading styles are 

used with correct 
heading structure 

• Meaningful 
alternative text for 
images 

• Appropriate color 
contrast between 
text and 
background colors 

• Appropriate color 
use, i.e. color is 
not used to relay 
crucial information 

• Meaningful 
hyperlink text 

• Ordered and 
unordered lists 
created with the 
list tool 

• Accessible tables 
with headers 

• Appropriate text 
size 

• Document title is 
included 

If PDF is created by from a 
document: 

1. Create the original file 
(ex: Word document) 
with universal design 
principles in mind. 

2. Run an Accessibility 
Checker on the 
original file. Ex: 
Microsoft 
Accessibility Checker 
is used for a Word 
document.  

3. Make suggested 
remediations to the 
original file. 

4. Review for 
inaccessible elements 
not found by the 
checker. 

5. Remediate any 
additional problems. 

6. Convert original file to 
PDF. 

7. Run Adobe 
Accessibility Check on 
the PDF. This step 
requires the Pro 
version of Adobe 
Acrobat. 

8. Make suggested 
remediations, 
including adding and 
editing tags and 
setting a logical 
reading order. This 
step requires 
advanced technology 
knowledge of Acrobat 
Pro. 

If PDF is NOT created from 
an existing document: 

For New, Faculty-created 
PDFs  
• Faculty 

o Headings 
o Alt-text for basic 

images 
o Proper use of color 

(with training) 
o Meaningful 

hyperlink text 
o Use of Lists tools 
o Note: Given that 

newly created PDF’s 
are most often 
generated using 
standard Word 
processing 
software,  these 
conventions are the 
same as address in 
the sections above 

• Specialist 
o Alt-text or written 

descriptions for 
complex images 
(graphs, works of 
art, diagrams, etc) 

o Tables  (Initially - 
Training can 
address need) 

o Reading order 
(training can 
address) 

For Legacy Content 

Given both the volume of 
content that exists, and lack 
of familiarity with PDF editing 
processes, and the reported 
need for specialist support 
(67% of surveyed faculty say 
minimal or extensive support 
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ICT Item(s) Outcomes Needed for 
100% Accessibility Processes Needed Responsibility 

1. Use Ally in Canvas 
to check/remediate 
PDFs. There is no 
guarantee that this 
tool will result in a 
high-quality 
accessible PDF - 
results will vary. 

2. Use Adobe 
Accessibility Check 
in Adobe Acrobat 
Pro, CCC Document 
Converter, or other 
OCR software to 
remediate issues 
not fixed with Ally. 
This step requires 
advanced tech 
knowledge and 
specialized 
software. 

is needed), as well as 
recommendations from 
DAPIC Work Group 4, we 
recommend that this task be 
handled via specialists.  

Multimedia: Audio and Video 

ICT Item(s) 
Outcomes Needed 

for 100% 
Accessibility 

Processes Needed Responsibility 

Multimedia 
added to Canvas 
courses or 
shared via email 
or other 
electronic 
means, 
including: 
• Videos 

created by 
faculty 
with tools 
like 
screencast-
o-matic 

Materials are Section 
508 compliant: 
• High quality 

closed captioning 
or subtitling are in 
place for all video 
files, made by 
humans, NOT by 
automated 
processes. 

• Complete text 
transcriptions 
accompany all 
audio files. 

Faculty owned/created 
multimedia: 
If videos and audio are 
hosted at 3CMedia, 
requests for free high-
quality video captioning 
and text transcripts of 
audio files should be 
requested. 
If videos are hosted on 
YouTube, Canvas 
Studio, or other 
locations, auto-captions 
should be checked for 
accuracy. Any errors in 
spelling, punctuation, 

• Faculty 
o Request auto-

captions via video-
hosting service of 
choice (3Cmedia, 
Studio, YouTube) 

o Edit for accuracy 
videos that are both 
§ Less than 5 

minutes 
§ Time sensitive 

(daily updates or 
announcements) 

• Specialist 
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ICT Item(s) 
Outcomes Needed 

for 100% 
Accessibility 

Processes Needed Responsibility 

and Canvas 
Studio 

• Non-
instructor 
owned 
videos  

• Audio 
created by 
faculty 

• Non-
instructor 
owned 
audio files  

capitalization, etc 
should be fixed. 
Non-instructor owned 
videos: 
(SCC) Coordinated 
through local DE, 
materials are delivered 
to an outside vendor so 
that compliant 
captioning can be 
generated. This service 
is paid for through the 
state DECT grant. 
Procedures for 
payment, as well as 
return and embedding 
of captioned videos 
depends upon the 
original source 
materials. Public 
YouTube videos are the 
easiest to work with, 
while others (Vimeo, 
news organization 
websites, etc.) are more 
involved processes. 
Once captions are 
returned, local DE team 
works with the 
instructor to provide 
these materials. These 
new captioned videos 
do not replace existing, 
embedded content, but 
rather are provided in 
addition to for those 
that need it. 
A similar process would 
be needed for 3rd party 
audio files if the 
publisher does not 
provide a transcript. 

o Editing auto-
generated videos to 
ensure accuracy 
§ Note: 

Discipline 
specific would 
increase 
accuracy 

Further, Per Work Group 4: 
“A specialist should complete 
captioning for videos and 
transcription for audio 
files. This includes videos 
produced by faculty for use 
with students, and other 
instructional videos 
produced by third parties. 
This subcommittee further 
suggests that the specialists 
who are responsible for 
video captioning should 
not be dependent on variable 
grant funding.”  
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OER, Publisher Content, Software, and Canvas LTI Tools 

ICT Item(s) Outcomes Needed for 
100% Accessibility Processes Needed Responsibility 

Third-party digital 
course content 
adopted by faculty 
and used by students 
in online or face-to-
face courses sources, 
including:   

• OER Textbooks 
• Publisher 

ebooks (ex: 
Cengage or 
Pearson) 

• Software (ex: 
MyMathLab) 

• Canvas LTI 
Tools (ex: 
FlipGrid, 
NetTutor, 
Proctorio) 

• Non-canvas 
apps 
(Instagram, 
Quizlet, etc…) 

 

Materials are Section 
508 compliant 

1. Request that the 
OER author or 
publisher 
complete a 
Section 508 
Voluntary 
Product 
Accessibility 
Template.  

2. Evaluate the 
accessibility 
compliance level 
of the product by 
reviewing the 
checklist for 
accessibility 
barriers reported 
by the vendor. 
*Accessibility 
expertise is 
required 

3. If the vendor 
reports that the 
product has 
accessibility 
barriers, an 
equally effective 
alternative access 
plan (EEAAP) 
must be 
developed. 
Faculty will work 
with DSPS and 
other accessibility 
experts to craft 
this plan.  

Given:  

• The level of 
expertise needed 
to perform this 
task  

• The request for 
support from the 
faculty survey 
(76% reporting 
minimal or 
extensive support 
needed or “not 
sure”) 

• Work Group 4’s 
recommendation 

It is recommended that 
the vetting of these 
products be handled by 
a specialist.  
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External Web Sites 

ICT Item(s) Outcomes Needed for 
100% Accessibility Processes Needed Responsibility 

Any websites 
shared with 
students by 
instructors 

Websites are Section 
508 compliant 

1. Run a web 
accessibility 
checker like 
WAVE (Web 
Accessibility 
Evaluation 
Tool) to assess 
web pages 

2. Websites that 
are shared 
with students 
should 
ultimately 
meet WCAG 
2.1 AA 
standards. This 
is very rare, so 
besides 
running a tool 
like WAVE, 
some basic 
testing is 
needed. 

3. Basic 
Accessibility 
Testing for 
faculty. 

Given: 
• The level of expertise 

needed to interpret 
WAVE Reports for 
websites 

• The request for support 
from the faculty survey 
(80% reporting minimal 
or extensive support 
needed or “not sure”) 

• Work Group 4’s 
recommendation 

• The following statement 
provided by DAPIC Work 
Group 1: 
o Faculty do not need 

to check for 
accessibility in this 
much detail: Web 
Accessibility 
Checklist compiled 
by California. 
Community Colleges 
Accessibility Center. 
We can develop a 
tool like the Basic 
Accessibility Testing 
document and add 
more detail.  

It is recommended that 
accessibility checks of 
websites used within classes 
be performed by a specialist  
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Appendix C 

Outcome 3: Training 

DAPIC Report: Training 

Recommendations 

The recommendations of this group are centered around the Los Rios Strategic Plan goal of 
Equity in addition to compliance with Section 508 of the Americans with Disabilities Act. In 
particular, these recommendations ensure that all populations will have the access, support, 
and opportunities to succeed. Furthermore, these recommendations call upon Los Rios to 
foster innovation in accessibility services to support and invest in change that increases the 
effectiveness of our programs and the successful outcomes of our students. Accessibility 
training and support will provide the tools for Los Rios employees to apply universal design for 
learning to create an inclusive and equitable experience for our students. By ensuring that all 
Los Rios employees understand how to produce or choose accessible materials, this will align 
our entire organization with the Equity strategic goal and Section 508 compliance. 

Our recommendations are as follows: 

● A competency based, facilitated, and recurring accessibility compliance training program 
for Los Rios employees 

● Hiring and training of facilitators and specialists 
● Establishment of a wrap-around support network for Los Rios employees 

District Training 

Our recommendation of a competency based, facilitated, and recurring training program for Los 
Rios employees stems from the ever-changing technology landscape. With the technologies 
constantly evolving, so must the training and tools Los Rios uses to improve accessibility, and 
thus equity, in our district. We envision a standardized District-wide training accompanied by 
local specialist support. A standardized training will increase the effectiveness and productivity 
of faculty and staff, especially those who teach at multiple campuses. This provides Los Rios 
with the ability to respond to the evolution in tech tools and accessibility standards. This 
training will clarify the differences between faculty accessibility responsibilities and specialist 
accessibility responsibilities.  

Wrap-around Support Services 

We acknowledge that Los Rios employees cannot be expected to know everything about 
creating accessible content. Therefore, training is only one component of our 
recommendations. To create inclusive, equitable content that is in compliance with Section 
508, significant wrap-around support services are necessary at all levels of the organization. In 
our opinion, accessibility specialists and trained facilitators are essential to the ongoing success 
of the training component; this has already been demonstrated successfully with the Los Rios 
FastTrack OEI Rubric Academy. A coordinated system of accessibility support services will 
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provide a standardization of the process through which faculty and staff at all campuses seek 
out and receive accessibility support. Los Rios currently does not have the support that is 
required to meet our equity and accessibility needs within the District and should provide  
trained specialists and facilitators in order to  meet our equity Strategic Plan goal and align the 
organization to 508 compliance. 

Training Objectives 

The objectives below are based on the Scope of Work produced by DAPIC Group 1. The format 
of these objectives support the recommendation for a competency-based training model.  

1. Demonstrate how universal design for learning can create an inclusive, equitable 
learning experience. 

2. Distinguish between local, state, and federal accessibility regulations; recognize how 
they apply to your work creating content 

3. Identify the responsibilities of faculty and specialists in the creation of accessible course 
content. 

4. Create accessible Canvas Content by applying the following core concepts: 
a. Headings 
b. Alt text for basic images 
c. Color and Meaning 
d. Naming hyperlinks 
e. Lists 
f. Simple Tables 

5. Create accessible MS Office Documents, PowerPoint Presentations and Excel 
spreadsheets by applying the following core concepts: 

a. Headings 
b. Alt text for basic images 
c. Color and Meaning 
d. Naming hyperlinks 
e. Lists 
f. Simple Tables 

6. Create accessible Google Documents, Slides and Sheets by applying the following core 
concepts: 

a. Headings 
b. Alt text for basic images 
c. Color and Meaning 
d. Naming hyperlinks 
e. Lists 
f. Simple Tables 

7. Create accessible PDFs by applying the following core concepts: 
a. Headings 
b. Alt text for basic images 
c. Color and Meaning 
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d. Naming hyperlinks 
e. Lists 
f. Simple Tables 

8. Utilize the following built-in accessibility checkers:  
a. Grackle Docs 
b. MS Office Accessibility Checker 
c. Canvas RCE Accessibility Checker and other recommended accessibility checkers 

9. Demonstrate how to request automatic captions and edit those captions for time-
sensitive videos and videos less than 5 minutes in length. 

Training Format 

DAPIC recommends that Los Rios accessibility training follows a modular, competency-based 
format. Additionally, individuals may request to opt-out of training for a limited time period 
provided they are able to demonstrate competency in that given area. Since technology and 
accessibility standards evolve over time, we recommend that competency is renewed on an 
established cycle (similar to recurring District training for hiring, equity representatives, and 
sexual harassment).  

In order to meet the diverse needs of Los Rios employees, the competency-based training 
modules could be available in a variety of formats:  

1. Facilitated asynchronous online modules 
2. Facilitated on-campus workshop series 
3. Supplemented by on-campus drop-in support (aka “open labs”) 

Potential Training Modules 

This module structure is aligned with the objectives listed above. 

● Objectives 1-3: What is Accessibility? 
● Objective 4 & 8: Accessible Canvas Content 
● Objective 5 & 8:  Accessible Document Design - MS Office 
● Objective 6 & 8:  Accessible Document Design - Google 
● Objective 7:  Accessible Document Design - PDFs 
● Objective 9: Accessible Video & Captions 
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Appendix D 

Outcome 5: Workload Impacts 

Workload Impact Themes from DAPIC Workgroup 5 

These themes related to making electronic course materials accessible were identified based on 
several sources of information collected by the DAPIC in 2020-2021. This includes comments from 
the confidential all-faculty DAPIC survey (Fall 2020), the department chairs accessibility feedback 
forum (Spring 2021), and meetings with individual faculty and groups who are knowledgeable and 
involved with accessibility and universal design (2020-2021). Note that these themes are not ranked 
in order of importance.  

Theme 1:  

There are substantial ongoing workload issues associated with performing accessibility work.  

This ongoing workload will persist even if faculty are trained to implement accessibility standards 
themselves, and even after older documents have been remediated. Some faculty have already 
spent substantial uncompensated time performing accessibility work, and additional time correcting 
issues and errors that arose because faculty are not accessibility experts. The most common type of 
comment focuses on the sentiment that accessibility is not part of faculty’s regular job and requires 
many hours of extra work. Faculty noted that they were not hired as accessibility experts, that this 
is not in their job description, and that the required accessibility work is a large and unreasonable 
time commitment for instructional faculty. Some faculty, part-time instructional faculty in 
particular, noted that they are being expected to do this work for free in addition to their regular 
teaching responsibilities.  

Theme 2:  

Training itself is a workload issue.  

One-time training, and a need for ongoing training, goes beyond what would typically be considered 
appropriate for a FLEX obligation. Requiring the time spent in training to count toward full-time 
faculty’s service requirement creates an additional workload concern, because this reduces the time 
available for other college service that is necessary for equity work and the basic functioning of 
college committees and programs. In addition, part-time faculty do not have FLEX or service 
obligations, so this training can’t be accommodated as part of their workload. Many faculty have 
noted that they have already completed extensive accessibility training, and do not feel that 
additional mandatory time spent in being re-trained is necessary or appropriate. 
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Theme 3*:  

The workload associated with accessibility is not evenly distributed among academic disciplines 
or faculty work areas.  

Some disciplines and areas are impacted more, or impacted differently, than others. *A follow up 
feedback forum was done to collect additional information about discipline-specific accessibility 
workload issues from department chairs. This is Appendix D1.  

Theme 4:  

There are workload equity issues with assigning faculty to do certain types of accessibility work.  

One example is editing auto-generated captions. These must be edited for accuracy, but the accent 
or dialect of the speaker affects the accuracy of auto-generated captions, requiring more editing for 
some than for others. When faculty who speak “standard American English” start with more 
accurate auto-generated captions, it will take less time to edit these, creating an unfair and 
disproportionate workload burden for faculty who speak other dialects. Another example is that 
some faculty with disabilities might not be able to easily access inaccessible formats, and so cannot 
do the work of making them accessible.  

Theme 5:  

Additional workload is created by navigating conflicting expectations and changing tools that give 
different recommendations about accessibility issues and how to remediate them.  

For example, faculty report being given conflicting information at different times and in different 
training sessions about what is required in terms of alt-text, captions, fonts, and more. Part-time 
faculty who teach in other districts have indicated that accessibility training and requirements are 
not consistent. This is a workload issue because it requires the additional time associated with 
tracking and implementing conflicting standards. In some cases, unclear or conflicting standards 
have required faculty to make multiple different versions of an accessible document, doubling their 
workload. Learning to use multiple tools is an area of potential concern as well. 

Theme 6:  

Important documents and announcements for students are frequently provided to faculty in an 
inaccessible format, creating additional workload for faculty.  

Often, college or district groups share fliers, announcements, instructions for completing college or 
district tasks, and other student-directed information with faculty, asking that they “post this 
information for students.” These electronic documents are rarely accessible, and this requires 
faculty to perform additional work in order to make the announcements and documents accessible 
for posting. This issue affects not only instructional faculty but all employees who regularly 
communicate directly with groups of students.  
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Theme 7:  

Workload impacts have created pressure for faculty to reduce or eliminate certain course 
materials that have higher accessibility burden, such as instructor-produced videos and free Open 
Educational Resources.  

Because of the workload associated with making course materials accessible, some faculty now 
make decisions about course materials based on how long it would take them to make the items 
accessible, and not what is educationally the best choice for the students. Because accessible 
publisher materials often have not been created with equity in mind, professors who wish to use 
equity-minded instructional content need to make most materials themselves. In addition, because 
Open Educational Resources are free to students, publisher assistance is not available in making 
those materials accessible. This creates a higher burden of workload in making equity-focused and 
free course materials accessible, and the lack of support in mitigating this workload creates 
pressure to choose course materials that may not be the most equity-minded, or that pass on high 
costs to students.  

Theme 8:  

Faculty suggestions for reducing this workload emphasize reducing workload through outsourcing 
most of the work and providing better accessibility software.  

The number one faculty request is for clerical support, such as an accessibility office or program 
that would do this accessibility work for us. A second suggestion is for the district or college to 
provide better software to facilitate the accessibility work that faculty are asked to complete 
themselves. Training is also requested, however, it is clear from faculty comments that no amount 
of training will effectively address the workload issues related to accessibility.  

Theme 9:  

The current demand for accessibility support and training is placed on faculty coordinators, and 
the necessary workload for accessibility support is unsustainable and cannot be accommodated 
within existing faculty coordinator positions.  

Faculty coordinators, such as DSPS, DE, and Instructional Design coordinators, often experienced 
extra workload associated with providing accessibility training and/or assistance beyond what is 
realistic. Some faculty coordinators are asked to provide accessibility related assistance that goes 
beyond their job description. These faculty have put in many extra hours of accessibility-related 
work during the transition to online teaching, which remains uncompensated. Going forward, it will 
not be possible to support the goal of 508 compliance for all classes using current coordinator 
positions. In addition, faculty coordinators whose job focus includes accessibility work do not have 
the time to support all faculty in making course materials accessible. For example, the coordinators 
involved in aligning courses with the OEI rubric regularly spend 40 hours per instructor’s section of a 
course on accessibility review. This does not include the work done by the instructional faculty 
member, or the work done by other specialists. In addition, for courses in certain disciplines or 
document-heavy courses, fast-track coordinators spend additional time on accessibility review -- 
they estimate this can take 60-100 hours for a single instructor’s course section. 
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Theme 10:  

The requirement that electronic resources be made accessible creates additional workload for 
online and hybrid classes.in particular.  

This means that there is generally a higher workload associated with teaching online, compared 
with teaching face to face, because online classes naturally have more online documents, materials, 
and course resources. This increased workload is a disincentive for faculty to teach online and 
hybrid classes. Steps to equalize the workload associated with teaching different course formats 
might be appropriate to consider.  
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Appendix D1: Department Chair Feedback  

COMM Studies/Senate 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

Our department does online public speaking courses that include synchronous sessions for public 
speaking. We do not know what accessibility requirements are needed for this. (Assuming we'd 
have to have a sign language interpreter if we have a hearing-impaired student in the course? Are 
zoom captions sufficient?) 

We are currently having to caption numerous videos in our online courses because we have been 
told that auto-captions are insufficient. 

We are having to modify both student and textbook publisher PowerPoint presentations to add alt 
text, sufficient contrast, remove multiple repetitive copyright messages, etc. 

We still do not have a good grasp of how to make certain .pdf files accessible. 

Since most of our department teaches both online and on-ground, we have noticed SIGNIFICANT 
increased workload regarding accessibility in the online environment. 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

I wasn't able to attach the screen shot from my Fall 19 Public Speaking Course (wherein I built my 
course.). But I spent 688 hours on that course that semester. I would estimate that AT LEAST 100 
hours was spent on upskilling in accessibility and making my course more accessible. 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

For a district that is so keen to develop online courses and programs, Los Rios is woefully out of 
touch with the incredible learning curve and time commitment required to make courses fully 
accessible. I fear this will drive instructors away from the online environment. 

 

Communication 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

As faculty we have spent many, many hours creating materials for online instruction. As Chair of the 
department, I have spent many, many hours creating multiple schedules with multiple contingency 
plans for online, hybrid, and on ground modalities. Colleagues have also expressed that email hours 
are at least double what they used to be. 
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(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

80 hours (2 weeks, full time) 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

 

Radio, TV, Film Production (RTVF) 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

Our discipline is founded on the creation of and analysis of media content. Our audio classes deal 
with sound files and students have to listen as well as use meters to find audio issues to correct, or 
music beats to create soundtracks or soundscapes. The classes focused on speaking on camera or in 
the radio lab have large components dealing with vocal control and/or reading scripts or off 
teleprompters. All of our production classes have hands on components utilizing equipment to 
record sound or video images. Students manipulate equipment to properly frame images and hold 
focus on images. Our TV classes create programs where students communicate via speaking into 
headsets to alert the crew to the next steps being taken. Floor Directors communicate to the on air 
talent utilizing hand signals so their voices are not picked up by the microphones during production. 
Editors manipulate both video and sound to accomplish various tasks like pacing, strengthening 
actor's performances, color correction, audio correction, and mixing sound tracks. Students work at 
times in smaller lab spaces in close proximity to one another. Our theory classes involve the analysis 
of media with discussion of color theory, sound design, or shot composition. - The description above 
is what we do in our classes, finding ways to teach color theory or how to operate in the tv studio 
for a student with significant vision loss would be a hardship to the faculty. Adjusting content for a 
student with significant hearing loss in the Radio Workshop class would be a tremendous additional 
amount of work for the instructor. Students unable to operate a computer unassisted create a 
challenge in our computer lab where when a class is fully enrolled there are no extra seats and 
there is not enough space at times to put extra bodies in the rows without blocking the path for 
other students. In this instance I don't think it's reasonable to expect the instructor to have to 
manipulate the mouse and keyboard for the student during class while also trying to teach to the 
entire lab. 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

It is my belief that arts and CTE instructors need a lot of support in this area. First, in just 
understanding how we may need to break a concept down (like seeing an image is out of focus if 
you have poor vision and EVERYTHING is out of focus). Second, it is my belief we need support 
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when creating accessible media - if I'm providing a description of an image for a class and I'm talking 
about framing - how much do I have to write for that image. The expression a picture is worth a 
thousand words comes to mind. There are so many intricate details someone may pick up on within 
the image. I also think students should have a realistic idea of what their prospects for success in a 
particular area are. I had a student many years ago with multiple accommodations. I had to get 
incredibly creative to meet them. I don't believe when they left our department they would be 
employable with the number of accommodations they would need to work in tv or on a film set 
professionally. I support their right to study what they wanted, but I also wonder if in the grand 
scheme of things using all their financial aid (BOG fee waiver) up on classes that may never lead to a 
career was the best strategy. 

 

Nutrition 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

Our faculty has spent an enormous amount of time ensuring that our course materials are 
accessible. In addition to ensuring that the required textbook and software are accessible, we've 
had to caption our own video lectures, and added alt tag descriptions for all images in our own user 
content in Canvas. In addition, any new content that we've created (documents, presentation, etc) 
is organized in sections that are manageable and accessible by a screen reader. I know that some of 
us have thought of only providing links to websites that are accessible but it's too overwhelming to 
have to start checking every website for this. One of the things that we haven't been able to figure 
out is how to make scanned PDF articles accessible to a screen reader. What makes this task of 
creating accessible content more difficult is that we don't really have a good understanding of how 
the technology that our physically and sensory-impaired students use works. The other challenge is 
that due to the pandemic, we have tried to learn new programs to help us improve online teaching 
and student engagement, such as PlayPosit, Quizlet, Kahoot, EdPuzzle, but some of us do not end 
up using it in our classes because it already requires a lot of time and effort to create the new 
content, but on top of that we also have to make sure that it's all accessible. It just feels like there is 
a lot of pressure on faculty to make our course materials accessible with little support from the 
college.  

In terms of classroom management in face-to-face classes, it would be ideal if the DSPS office could 
contact faculty prior to the start of the semester to let us know of any physically- or sensory-
impaired students in our classroom. Our classes are usually full, and some classrooms are more 
spacious than others, so if we were to know ahead of time what the needs of the students are, for 
example, we need to accommodate interpreters in the front of the classroom, then we can plan for 
that. Also, this would give us a chance to learn more about different ways to adapt our lectures to 
meet students' needs. For example, after having a visually impaired student, I know now that I need 
to verbally describe a picture that's on a slide, that I need to provide more detail and avoid using 
colors in these descriptions. Improved communication between student resources and faculty 
would really benefit students and lessen the stress on faculty. 
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(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

 

Nutrition 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

Ensuring cc in my lecture recordings and video announcements is cumbersome, but doable. Making 
sure every aspect of my Canvas course is meeting all of our students' needs seems unachievable to 
do my lack of understanding of how each page needs to be formatted. However, asking us to take 
additional "training" on top of everything else that needs to be done seems unrealistic. Pay 
someone to go into our class and do it for us. Someone who KNOWS WHAT THEY ARE DOING. There 
are folks who go to school for this type of thing. It would be a waste of everyone's time to have us 
do it wrong then get "trained" again to possibly correct any accommodation errors. Invest in our 
infrastructure and students to do it correctly and meaningfully the first time without wearing down 
the faculty. 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

Thanks for asking! 

  

Business and Computer Science Division, Computer Information Science Department 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

The CIS department is responsible to teach many disciplines that present specific challenges to 
accessibility. The content of most CIS courses involve the use of GUI (graphical user interface) tools, 
web pages and operating systems. Many CIS courses relate to industry certifications, such courses 
utilize media training and instructional content supplied by vendors. In short, a large portion of the 
conformance to accessibility standards is industry dependent. Furthermore, applications, operating 
systems and web applications are often revised and necessitate new instructor authored teaching 
materials that have short (as short as one semester) useable lifespan. 

As such, the CIS department has challenges that are different from those of more academic 
departments such as English, history, nutrition, mathematics, psychology and etc.  
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(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

162 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

Colleague 1: it takes 3 hours to plan and produce 1 hour of instructional material. Accessibility 
doubles this amount of time, meaning that 3 extra hours are needed to conform to accessibility 
standards for each hour of lecture material. A 3-unit class has 54 lecture hours, a total of 162 hours 
are needed to add accessibility if all lecture material is instructor authored. 

Colleague 2: 100 hours to learn about what qualifies as accessible, 200 hours to research creative 
commons text material and quality-control (including accessibility) such material. 60 hours of 
instructor authored video, and the ratio of prep time, including scripting and closed captioning, is 
12:1 (12 minutes of prep time to 1 minute of viewable video time). 60 hours amount fo 720 hours of 
prep time. Plus the time to prepare counter-cheat exam questions by embedded program code in 
images.  

Department cochair: it is also important to understand many CIS courses are considered CTE 
courses. As such, curricula are to be reviewed every two years due to rapid developments in related 
industries. In order to best serve our students, course materials are continually being revised and 
created by instructors.  

On behalf of the CIS department at ARC, I would like to emphasize that the Los Rios district is 
diverse in terms of disciplines, faculty, and students. As such, the amount of resources needed to 
meet accessibility standard can vary significantly from one discipline to another.  

If the current plan is to allocate a one-time compensation for accessibility related workload, it will 
lead to a deep chasm of inequity between disciplines where content can be reused for years versus 
disciplines where content shelf life is as short as a semester.  

It is far more equitable is the district is to provide accessibility related resources so that instructors 
of all disciplines can focus on content matter because instructors are subject matter experts, not 
experts of accessibility, closed captioning or other accessibility related skills such as signing or real-
time captioning. 

 

CIS 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

It has always been a huge concern to me because it increases the costs of development and 
innovation in the classroom; this is coming from someone who taught web design for years. Faculty 
striving for compliance need to overcome a couple of hurdles to successfully grapple with this task: 
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1) they need to understand what specific tasks they need to complete to create compliant 
digital artifacts. This is tough when the standards seem to change from moment to moment 
(although in all fairness, that seems to have calmed down recently). 

2) they then need to actually implement the design changes. This is a pain for someone who 
teaches programming and a herculean task for someone who has no experience doing this. 

I see the question below about number of hours per semester. The answer is it depends. I can easily 
spend a day setting up a new assignment or modifying my Canvas page. I can also spend an hour 
because I've decided the plans, I had were too hard to implement. 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

Accessibility is extremely important, but realize it imposes a burden on innovation and updating in 
the classroom. Sadly, this burden disproportionately impacts faculty innovators and leaders - folks 
who like to try out new stuff. Anything which could be done to reduce this frictional cost would be 
welcome by faculty. 

 

Computer Information Science 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

CIS Faculty have been working diligently to assure all materials are accessible, including Canvas 
design and materials, as well as appropriate materials for their classes: textbook presentations, 
hand-outs, etc. 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

I would estimate 40 hours per class minimum 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

More training is needed for faculty. More support to help faculty convert documents and content 
would also be appropriate. 

 

CE - BUSTEC 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 
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The BUSTEC department is trying to get all of our courses OEI approved. There isn’t enough time or 
FTE to do so. Also, because the course needs to be OEI approved per instructor it makes it difficult 
with adjunct who may not always be teaching the course. 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

40 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

 

Math and Statistics 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

Entering math equations is difficult to make them accessible. Even with Math Type, it reads the 
LaTex language and not the equation. Also, the accessibility checker dings you if you use more than 
120 characters. But some formulas or math statements require way more than 120 characters to 
have them demonstrated properly in Canvas page.  

Images are a pain. Inputting images of a graph or situation cannot be described properly. Either due 
to the fact that explaining it gives away the question we may be testing or assessing, or trying to 
describe the required image in the character limit can be impossible. 

Most mathematical documents are not accessible. Thus sharing worksheets, textbook pages, or 
other documentation are impossible to convert and it is difficult, impossible, and/or time 
consuming to reconstruct to be accessible in Canvas.  

Some functions don't allow for math type, for example quizzes. This requires math faculty to to use 
upload document function for quick submissions more often than multiple-choice, fill-in, etc. This 
can require issues for students who have accessibility issues with uploading documents due to lack 
of resources or lack of knowledge. This requires faculty to spend a significant amount of time trying 
to find alternative applets or constructing training tools for students on how to submit their work, 
and taking time away from actual instruction.  

Math language is difficult to automatically translate using the captioning tools (meaning it is less 
than 85% accurate like other non-STEM subjects). Extra time and attention to detail is required to 
go through each video and check. 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

125 
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(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

 

Mathematics & Statistics 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

Equations in Canvas is of the utmost importance - the built-in equation editor in Canvas does not 
have proper alt-text but MathType plug-in does. MathType costs money per license so would be an 
additional investment and would also require some training. 

Accessibility of Google Sheets/Excel for use in Statistics or other math courses (not all math faculty 
use this, but some do). 

Accessibility of R software (an open-source software for students - we can offer students a choice of 
either R or Google Sheets for statistics). 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

It depends on the faculty member and their comfort with technology. I would say on average 30-40 
hours per semester to make things accessible. 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

I believe we should have release time for a faculty member or two each semester to develop online 
materials that are accessible, or to support other instructors in making things accessible. Or a 
devoted classified staff member. It is difficult to both create content when teaching an online 
course and also teach the course and have effective contact with students. Building course content 
needs to be accounted for in terms of FTE and scheduling. 

 

Mathematics 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

At least two thirds of the discipline is symbolic (abstract) and graphical (visual). The only tools 
available for creating the notations used take many times longer than simply writing it out by hand. 
There is no option that is even close. As far as the graphical aspects of most courses go, sometimes 
the entire point is to make observations and draw conclusions from graphs. To make graphics 
accessible, you must complete these descriptions for the students, thus taking away our ability to 
have students meet the outcomes.  

If a student does have a visual disability, we work closely with DSP&S services to make provisions 
for the particular student.  
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Further compounding the problems is that we must collect written work much of the time since 
software packages are similarly limiting to our students as well. File formats vary significantly 
between computer systems which guarantees that the grading process for faculty is similarly 
challenged.  

The time involved in creating assignments, assessment, etc. electronically is far more than ever 
before in an in-class environment.  Literally "hours vs. minutes" in many cases. (This applies to 
grading, as well.) 

One more big item is our inability to determine if the student is actually doing the work. In a writing 
class, the students submits the writing sample and a plagiarism check can be made. In a math class, 
students also have full access to a wide variety of modern tools that can actually do some 
sophisticated computations. We faculty must grade their handwritten work with no ability to 
determine if they may have received help. Confirmed cheating cases are up significantly and 
suspected cheating is "off the charts."  

With regards to accessibility, this is probably a bit more than you were asking for... 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

Minimum of 100 hours to get close in many courses. 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

This answer to the number of hours needed to make materials accessible varies significantly among 
faculty. Those that use software supported textbooks may have quite a bit less time to make 
additional materials 'accessible' but the cost to students is likely $100 or more. "Not very accessible 
anymore."  

There are cost free sources for some subjects but they also typically have far fewer problems to 
choose from.  

Critical thinking is a key part of what we are tasked to teach and most support software is good for 
"lower to middle level" thinking. True problem solving is not typically multiple choice. 

Creating the the materials needed to simultaneously reach students from a wide variety of 
backgrounds and abilities is already a task that is nearly impossible. Adding accessibility "for all" is 
not sustainable. Students are always changing. We depend on trained experts (DSP&S) to help us fill 
in the gaps when previously unknown circumstances arise. That is what they are for and who we 
gladly depend on.  

 

Speech-Language Pathology Assistant (SLPA)/HEED 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 
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It takes a lot of TIME to make all aspects of our courses accessible. In this online environment, we 
are creating videos (to demonstrate equipment/materials), creating recorded Power Point 
presentations for asynchronous lecture, and having to create accessible documents and retrofitting 
documents. It takes hours and hours to do all of this work. 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

I do not know the specific answer to this question. I do know when COVID struck in 03/20 (during 
the remainder of the spring 2020 term) and during fall 2020, I worked EVERY SINGLE weekend on 
top of my M-F general work. 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

I am exhausted - truly - not complaining, just exhausted.  

 

English 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

There has been a significant amount of work for everyone to make intro classes like ENGWR 300 
accessible for students not well-skilled in online instruction. The sheer man-hours required to make 
a single class fully accessible, let alone 5-7 classes, has been prohibitive for most instructors. 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

20-30 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

 

Journalism 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

The biggest issue is just the amount of time it takes to make every PowerPoint or written lecture or 
video accessible. I use a lot of PowerPoints and it has taken a lot of time to bring them up to 
accessibility standards. While written lectures are a little easier to make accessible, videos are 
another concern due to closed captioning issues 
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(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

I spent at least 80 hours last summer working exclusively on updating material to be accessible--and 
I continued to work on it throughout the semester. 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

 

ART 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

Studio classes in the Art Department tend to be very hands on. The move to online has made it 
necessary to create numerous online demonstrations of materials and processes in order for our 
classes to function properly. Transcribing and captioning demos takes a considerable amount of 
time. Depending on the class there can be up to one or two demos per weekly lesson. In addition 
we use many images of art work for each lesson. Adding alt text to each image can be incredibly 
time consuming when each lesson contains 25 to 50 images.  

Our Art History classes use at least as many images per lesson also. For these classes it gets a bit 
tricky when adding alt text to images for people with low vision. Often times quizzes and tests are 
based on image identification and description. There is a fine line between adding descriptions and 
giving away information that the student should be providing for the quiz/test answer. This take a 
lot agility and double checking on the part of our professors. These classes also utilize taped or live 
lectures which need to be captioned/transcribed. 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

It really varies depending on the class but an estimate would be 70 hours per class. 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

It would be helpful if Los Rios invested in an automatic captioning program/software such as 
otter.ai 

 

Early Childhood Education 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

We have found that during the during the pandemic, we cannot have students do in-person child 
observations and so we have been using photos, illustrations, and film clips/videos. It is quite time 
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intensive to search for and select appropriate film clips/videos, let alone provide descriptive labels 
and design new assignments around the film clips/videos. 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

Having been through the OEI process and having a pretty good understanding of the workload to 
provide accessibility to students, I would say several hundred hours. 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

Thanks. 

 

ECE/FCS Department 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

Some of the things that increases the departmental workload: 1. Converting multiple physical lab 
courses online labs (hours and hours of work and coordination) and now creating a reopening 
version (different pedagogy), and then hopefully soon a full physical lab (with any precautions). 2. 
Working with two different Deans for coordination of CTE and division (to be clear, the solution is 
not to throw our program into a CTE division since our programs do not fit neatly there. 3. 
Coordination with the CDC on lab opening for practicum/clinical lab coordination 4. Multiple 
budgets: Perkins, Strong Workforce, & (multiple) Grants. 5. New program development (ECE 
Apprenticeship & Elementary Education Dual Enrollment) 6. New grant locating and development. 
7. Advisory Committee Meetings 8. Multiple course schedule revisions (likely experienced by all on 
campus). 8. Working with special populations and cohorts (Formerly Homeless Youth, Refugees, 
Student Parents, etc.) 9. Coordinating curriculum and courses in alignment with Commission on 
Teacher Credentialing for alignment with Child Development Permit, Pre-Credential Program, 
Teacher Performance Expectations (TPE). 9. Permit advising and signing off of on students who have 
completed the requirements for their CTC Permit. 10. Hire and coordinate peer supplemental 
support (ECE Peer Educators) including timesheets and training. 11. Outreach and CTE events. 12. 
Teach Classes with new pedagogy 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

Regarding Accessibility: Depends on the course. For a conversion of a practicum lab which has never 
been converted it is immense (many weekly hours including the additional time). Some of our more 
experienced online faculty embed accessibility in their course design but the quick move to online 
may not have compromised some of this or may not have allowed for all to do this to fidelity. 
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History 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

Here are collective responses from colleagues: 

Since I was already teaching online, one thing I've had to do is update all of my lectures on WORD, 
all of my pages, all of my images, and all of my assignments to make them accessible (adding 
headings, getting rid of underlining, changing to bulleting or numeral sequencing, adding the right 
description to the images, embedding more hyperlinks, etc.). This probably takes an additional 1-2 
hours a week. Once it's been done for every lesson of every class, then it's just a matter of checking 
the links (up to 30 minutes a week). 

Teaching in the asynchronous format makes group work difficult. Students tend to resent their 
peers for over/under involvement while working together at different times on a particular 
assignment. Also, simulations and certain discussions are not easily modifiable. I get the sense that 
other instructors have tended to do less group work online as students seem to view it as 
something almost alien to online instruction. 

Making material accessible online in the new online format requires a lot of hours upfront. I spent 
hours recording lectures to Camtasia, editing them down to save students lengthy viewing times, 
and uploading subtitles through YouTube. Creating Modules on Canvas that chunk information 
appropriately takes hours of time as well.  

 Making audio-visual materials accessible in the online format is very time consuming. It has 
doubled the preparation time. For example, preparing a Power Point slide presentation now takes 
at least twice as long to publish and share with students. In History, we value currency in our 
discipline. We need to regularly revise and replace lectures. The work needs to be re-done every 
semester, even when we are teaching the same courses again. 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

Here are collective responses from colleagues: I spend at least one-two hours a week looking for 
accessible videos. I may have a good YouTube clip of a quality PBS video (or the like), but the 
captions might not be any good. Then I must go on the hunt for another source such as Films on 
Demand, Kanopy, or find another video that may not be as good or concise, but that has closed 
captioning. Preparing materials online the first time is a herculean effort. For every hour of 
instruction, I would estimate that it took me about twice that to make the material available. Of 
course, once it's created an instructor can rely on it for future classes, however checking discussion 
posts to ensure student learning and engagement still involves more time spent than what might 
normally take place in a live classroom setting. Preparing documents to be posted in Canvas is very 
time consuming. Once a document is prepared, running an accessibility program adds a significant 
amount of time to the process for preparation. If a document includes lots of images, I’ve spent 
twice as much time I spent creating the document adding alternative text and titles and chart 
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headings. We need a straightforward program with accessibility features built-in to develop our 
handouts and syllabi. This will ensure that documents are created in an accessible format.  
Whenever I turn a lecture into a video, that adds another two-three hours to the unit that week to 
choose the appropriate slides from my on-ground lectures, write a script, tape it on Studio (multiple 
attempts), and update the captions. This is for a 10–15-minute video, not a whole hour lecture. That 
would take much more time. When I send out a video message to my students, that can add an 
hour of writing it (or collecting thoughts), taping the video on Studio, and checking captions. If I was 
to have a short video lecture every week (as they'd like), a weekly video intro or recap, all accessible 
videos, and accessible old/new content, I can see it adding 6-10 hours a week for which I'm not 
getting paid (in addition to grading). This doesn't include researching or writing content, updating 
content, updating assignments, etc. Captioning is the biggest time-suck. I read, several places, that 
captioning takes 40 hours for every 10 hours of content. We really need a captioning service. And 
not one part-time employee trying to do it all. I know that Studio can create auto-captions, but 
going through every line of captions and fixing them takes, well, a full work week for 10 hours. Add 
the captioning time to creating proper headings, alt text for images, headers for tables, and you've 
got probably 50 - 60 hours of work for 10 hours of content. Then, add in deleting old files so they 
don't show up in the Accessibility Reports: another 10 or more hours (if you can find them all). One 
colleague devoted over 250-hours to recording and publishing their lectures for one class, one 
semester. 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

Here are collective responses from colleagues: 

As an adjunct, I am so thankful to have had the opportunity to teach online and for the resources 
that the college has provided to help instructors make the transition. I've benefited greatly from the 
ITC and the Online Training Institute. Still, teaching online is a great deal of work and, in my opinion, 
it's not quite as dynamic or effective as face-to-face instruction where students can interact in real 
time with the instructor or their peers. As technology progresses, perhaps it will become more 
dynamic, but instructors can also expect more work learning and adapting to the new 
methods/technologies above and beyond what might normally be required in a more traditional 
classroom setting. 

My home computer’s software is equipped with a version of Microsoft Office that includes an 
accessibility checker. When I make changes to the original document on my personal computer, a 
“green” accessibility score is generated when I upload the documents in Canvas. Using the feature 
in Canvas where we can drag and drop documents and make recommended changes is far more 
time consuming. If faculty are teaching online, the district should provide us with a computer 
equipped with the most up-to-date accessibility programs. Part-time and full-time colleagues should 
all be properly equipped to serve our students.  

Sierra College has hired someone to do nothing but caption videos. They are backlogged for weeks 
(probably months at this point). I haven't even tried. What we also need is for someone who can 
take YouTube videos and change the captions they have to make them accessible for our students.  
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Sociology 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

Making documents accessible, pages in Canvas (headers and images), transcription for videos, and 
readings that are appropriately accessible. Ally is a helpful tool but it is not great for converting 
readings that have images and quotes in source material and can take a lot of labor to clean. 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

40 hours or more although it depends on how much work has already been done on a course and 
how many changes a faculty member is making (new videos, articles, lectures etc.).  

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

Student workers would be helpful here. 

 

Occupational Therapy Asst. (SCC-SAH) 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

We are a small department with 2 FT and 7 adjuncts who work FT during the day, teach in the 
evening. 1 FT (coordinator/chair) is fully knowledgeable in techniques for accessibility development. 
All faculty know this is a requirement, however, most would need significant support. The 
coordinator/chair already has a heavy workload (50% for coord/chair of an externally accredited 
CTE program with continuous needs beyond the allotted time, even stated so by our accrediting 
body, along with a 50% teaching load. To lead an accessibility project cannot be done without 
significant release time. in addition, the majority of instruction occurs through the adjuncts who all 
have varying degrees of online teaching skills. Some are still developing the nuances of Canvas, far 
from able to perform new tech skills without training and support. The other FT faculty also doesn't 
have full training in these skills. Regardless, her schedule is filled with trying to place students in 
clinics in order to graduate. We have two cohorts graduating late because of Covid and lack of 
clinical sites available to due pandemic issues. We did not enroll a new cohort this year because of 
it, even though we have 3 cohorts in the queue on the waitlist. Further, we are still trying to simply 
catch up from the impact of the closure/pandemic. We have to get caught up somehow before we 
can even consider moving forward into new territory. There are 15 courses that need accessibility 
work, some with heavy need, others lighter. I perceive the work, but may be wrong, from heaviest 
to least, to be: closed-captioning and audio file transcription; PDF accessibility corrections headers, 
etc.); transcription of graphic images (eg, infographics) to provide accessible text, and alternate 
texts for images.  
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(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

 

ESL L&L 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

English as a Second Language is instructing students who do NOT know English, so slow enunciation, 
repetition, exaggerated pronunciations all need to happen -- this will be difficult with masks on, 
especially in our lower levels. I'm not sure how to do this safely but clearly for these students. 

Otherwise, I don't understand the question. Do you mean for online learning? Proper subtitles are a 
HUGE time-sink, as is knowing how to properly format images, links, etc. Yes, I took OTLA but it was 
not ingrained and review or set of reminders would be very helpful. 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

I spend at least 10 hours a week, extra, trying to make my videos, documents, and canvas etc. are 
accessible, and I know I still need to do better. I'm also quite internet/computer literate, so I 
imagine other faculty are spending more time, or zero because it is overwhelming. 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

We're not trained for this, it is exhausting when students are not "real" online students (they only 
are online because they have to be), so helpful reminders/canvas guides are necessary. 

 

Business 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

My department is over 90% online for the Fall. Faculty spend enormous time building libraries of 
videos from outside resources as well as "lectures" they build themselves. Also, much of the OER 
materials our department uses have accessibility issues. 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

Not sure, but I have gotten faculty feedback that it requires significant effort. 
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(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

 

Anthropology/BSS 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

The main issue that's specific to anthropology has to do with captioning classic ethnographic films. 
Many of these have discipline specific terminology and otherwise adequate captioning services 
make too many errors. 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

 

Political Science 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

The shift to make everything accessible to all should not be placed solely upon the Faculty. I would 
propose the creation of a specific office tasked with this responsibility. Aid and oversight. 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

Too many. 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

No. 

 

Biology 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

Editing auto captions for videos containing large amounts of biological terminology is very 
cumbersome. Faculty in the biology department also use many labeled images in their PowerPoint 
documents. If the publisher does not offer accessible slides, it is very time-consuming to make all 
image labels accessible. 
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(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

For one 0.2 FTE anatomy and physiology (BIOL 431) lecture section only, I spend 10+ hours per week 
editing auto captions. 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

 

Psychology 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

Most of our accessibility workload is fairly standard such as: converting Word or pdf documents to 
accessible formats, captioning self-recorded and online videos, and creating pages in Canvas. 
Workload that is above-and-beyond a "typical" course are those for Biopsychology (PSYC 312) and 
Introductory Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences (PSYC 330). Please see below for the main areas 
of accessibility concern and workload that is specific to PSYC 330: 

Issues with making equations accessible - Special software (e.g. MathType) is necessary to make 
equations written on assignments accessible. Access to this software is not available to the 
instructor. We have been told that a limited number of versions of the software is available for the 
FLC math department and is installed on only a few computers for their department. Access to 
MathType on those computers has not been available with remote instruction and may not be 
available to our instructor(s) even upon return to campus.  

CVD-OEI District Team making updates - The CVC-OEI district team has worked to update some 
documents for PSYC 330 but when they do so the instructor loses the ability to edit them.  

Graphs and Tables - To make graphs and tables accessible alt text needs to be added that describes 
the graph or table in enough detail that someone with a visual impairment can understand what is 
being presented. This makes it challenging to assess one of the C-ID course SLOs for MATH-110 
courses which is to "Interpret data displayed in tables and graphically." Once enough alt text is 
included in order to meet the accessibility requirement, the SLO is in large part already met without 
the student needing to do any additional interpretation.  

Issues with students being able to see images, Canvas isn't compatible with all browsers. -- If 
students don't use the correct browser, they can't see some images and equations. This includes 
not being able to see formulas and graphs.  

Typing math symbols and equations is time-consuming -- Because of the equations and symbols 
used in statistics, making PSYC-330 accessible is very time-consuming. All symbols, numbers, and 
equations have to be entered using an equation editor. For example, even a symbol like "SS" has to 
be typed with an equation editor. Unlike text that can be copied and pasted from any document 
into Canvas, equations have to be created with the specific equation editor for the program that is 
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being used. For example, an equation created in Microsoft Word cannot be copied directly into 
Canvas, it has to be recreated using the equation editor in Canvas. In addition, equation editors 
often become updated and become incompatible with older versions so everything has to be 
recreated.  

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

5-8 hours per week for a typical psychology course; 10-15 hours per week for PSYC 312 and PSYC 
330 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

We need support. Instructors cannot meet accessibility needs with their current level of training 
and time/workload demands. 

 

Psychology, BSS, ARC 

Please share the details of any specific accessibility workload impacts that affect your department 
or area. Include as much information as possible, so we will be able to understand correctly. * 

Upon consulting with my colleagues from Psychology (both experienced online instructors and 
relatively new ones), the following were some of the important details we would like to share about 
how accessibility impacts our workload. 

Sadly, it seems like accessibility is now driving pedagogy and delivery. There are things some of us 
would love to do in our online classes that, quite frankly, we are unable to since we don't have time 
or the support to make them accessible. At times, we are found in the position of accepting the 
YouTube "captioning" as having to be "good enough." In some institutions, there is an entire 
department DEDICATED to doing this for faculty and students. In these contexts, pedagogical 
choices and accessibility do not become an issue of "either/or". Obviously, any time there is a new 
course to prep, we need to make sure any documents used are fully accessible. This is especially 
challenging with PDFs found online that are complex to convert to word because of boxes and other 
graphics. Ditto for labeling all images in a new course prep. With course content that changes on a 
yearly basis, this "new prep" work becomes the "unpaid summer project" every year.  

1) Zoom and Canvas Studio transcripts are about 75-80% accurate. So, reviewing those is an 
ongoing necessity. Revision time ranges from 20-30 minutes for each 30 minutes of content. 
Thankfully, some of these recordings can be reused in future semesters. However, the 
weekly video messages (sometimes 2-3 video messages a week per course) have to be done 
every week and every semester so the messages are current and relevant to that semester. 
These take an additional 20 minutes each to be revised.  

2) Each of the Google Docs hand-outs need to be checked for ADA compliance (screen reader 
friendly, for instance). This often requires reformatting of file (Title, Subtitle, Headings) so 
the entire file is not just Normal Text.  
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3) Images, graphs, tables from textbook and other materials (especially from Open Source) 
need to be reformatted or, if uploaded on Canvas as an image, relevant alternate text 
provided. As someone who uses free, open-resources in my courses, this has added an 
additional weekly hour (depending on complexity of table or graphs) to add alternate text 
descriptions.  

4) Relevant podcasts are not always accompanied by transcripts. This has required that many 
of us directly contact the podcast makers to request transcripts. Most often than not (with a 
few exceptions such as NPR and PBS, for instance), transcripts are not available, and we are 
left in the position to not use that powerful podcast OR produce the transcripts ourselves. 
Transcribing podcasts add an additional 45-70 minutes per week per 30-min podcast. 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

When creating content, maybe 70% of our time is spent doing accessibility stuff. Overall, in terms of 
hours, it really varies depending on how much new content is being created as well as which course 
is being taught. Some have reported 192 hours (new online course) during the semester (12 hours a 
week) for each 3-unit course while others have reported 48-50 hours per semester (not including 
the materials that can be re-used in subsequent semesters) to make sure all materials are fully 
accessible. 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  

Sadly, this has been an ongoing issue for decades. This is not the first time our department had 
discussed the different levels of support provided to instructor if we are teaching a class on-campus 
versus online. In fact, just to get my colleagues to share their perspectives with me so I could fill out 
this survey involved a lot of effort on my part since the morale is down and, sadly, many stated 
"we've already expressed this numerous times", or "why do we even have to be surveyed... Isn't it 
obvious from many prior conversations / surveys that online instructors do not have much support 
on many things, including making content accessible?" and so on. "#$%& 

I would like to add the following to my other Accessibility Survey submitted today. This came to me 
after I had submitted, and I think it's important to share with you since it involves a lab course as 
well. 

3.0 Unit Lecture Class 

Total: ~11-14 hours/week per 3-unit lecture class 

Zoom Closed Captioning 

It takes ~3*the time/length of the lecture to edit and fix the closed captioning 

May have 2-3 hours of audio files each week. That means ~9 hours/week just to do the CC after the 
videos have been created. Especially with biopysch as the auto-captioning does not always work 
well with scientific terms. 
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Audio announcements 10 minutes *2-3/week = 30 minutes of announcements = 90 minutes for CC 

Online video clips – verifying they are compliant (~30-60 minutes/week) If the videos are not 
compliant it is significantly more time as I have to drop using those videos and find other videos or 
try to make them compliant myself. 

PPT files – making accessible with graphs, pictures, charts, etc. (~15 minutes if they are text heavy 
to 2 hours if they are graphic heavy) 

Word documents – reformatting to have header structure, accessible tables, etc. (~30 
minutes/week) 

10.5 hours / week on closed captioning 

Other accessibility tasks: 1.0-3.5 hours/week 

1.0 Unit Lab class: 

Total: ~12-18+ hours/week per 1-unit lab class (and that would still not be fully compliant for both 
students with visual or auditory challenges) 

Lab practical exams – 100’s of pictures that need to be labeled. Always adding more pictures. (~2 
hours/week for first 6 weeks) 

(Optional) How many hours per semester do you estimate that a typical faculty member in your 
department currently spends -- or would need to spend -- to make all the materials for one course 
fully accessible? If you have no idea, please leave this blank. 

(Optional) Is there anything else we should know?  
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Appendix D2: Faculty Workload Estimates to Meet Accessibility Standards 

Ensuring the accessibility of online course materials will have an impact on faculty workload. The estimates 
below detail the amount of time it will take faculty to complete certain tasks to help guarantee the 
accessibility of new materials. The estimates do not apply to the remediation of existing materials. The 
completion time of the tasks below will vary depending on the length and complexity of the material. 
Estimates also assume that faculty have had basic accessibility training. 

Canvas Content and Assessments 

All Canvas content should be accessible, including Pages, Assignments, Discussions, Quizzes, Surveys, and 
Announcements. Instructor use of the Pope Tech Accessibility Guide or Canvas Accessibility Checker will help 
with the tasks below. 

The approximate times are for an instructor to perform these tasks on one Canvas page. The amount of time 
will vary depending on the length and complexity of the Canvas page. 

Task Approximate Time to Complete 
Task 

Use proper Heading structure 1-5 minutes 
Include appropriate alternate text for basic images 1-2 minutes per image 

Choose font colors with appropriate contrast between text and 
background colors 

Using the Pope Tech tool to help 
with this task will take 1-3 
minutes. 

Do not use color to relay information 0 
Provide meaningful link text for hyperlinks 1-2 minutes per hyperlink 
Use unordered and ordered list formatting where appropriate 1 minute per list 

Identify the row and column headings of simple data tables 
Using Pope Tech to help with this 
task should take 1-3 minutes per 
table. 
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Microsoft (Word, Excel, and PowerPoint) and Google (Docs, Sheets, and Slides) 

All Microsoft and Google files that instructors use in their courses should be accessible. Use of the Microsoft 
Accessibility Checker tool or the Grackle Suite Accessibility Checker tool (for Google files) will help instructors 
with the tasks below. 

The approximate times are for an instructor to perform these tasks on one document. The amount of time 
will vary depending on the length and complexity of the document. 

Task Approximate Time to 
Complete Task 

Use proper Heading structure 1-5 minutes 
Include appropriate alternate text for basic images 1-2 minutes per image 

Choose font colors with appropriate contrast between text and 
background colors 

Using an accessibility checker 
tool to help with this task 
will take 1-3 minutes 

Do not use color is not relay information 0 
Provide meaningful link text for hyperlinks 1-2 minutes per hyperlink 
Use unordered and ordered list formatting where appropriate 1 minute per list 

Identify the row and column headings of simple data tables 

Using an Accessibility Checker 
tool to help with this task 
should take 1-3 minutes per 
table 

Microsoft PowerPoint and Google Slides: ensure that content is 
ordered correctly on each slide 

Using an Accessibility Checker 
to help with this task should 
take about 1-5 minutes per 
slide 

Adobe PDFs 

The creation of Adobe PDFs is not recommended if a Canvas Page, Word document, or Google doc can be used 
instead. Faculty can make these types of documents accessible with Pope Tech, the Microsoft Accessibility 
Checker, and the Grackle Accessibility Suite, whereas the creation of a fully accessible PDF will require expert 
level accessibility knowledge and software that many faculty do not have access to, such as Adobe Acrobat Pro. 
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Multimedia: Video 

There are two paths that faculty can take to ensure high-quality captions on the videos used in their 
courses: request and update auto-captions or request high-quality captions and upload them to Canvas 
Studio or 3CMedia. 

Instructor Requests and Fixes Auto-Captions 

Task Approximate Time to Complete Task 
Request auto-captions of instructor-created videos 
that are uploaded to Canvas Studio or 3CMedia 2 minutes per video 

Check and fix auto-captions for accuracy 

Manually fixing auto-captions takes about 
3x as long as the length of the video. For 
example, a 5 minute video would take an 
instructor approximately 15 minutes to 
check and fix auto-captions. 

Instructor Requests and Uploads High-Quality Captions (SCC Pilot Captioning Project) 

Task Approximate Time to Complete Task 

Identify and organize the list of videos that need to be 
captioned 

Time will vary depending on the 
number of videos that need to be 
captioned and how organized the video 
library is. This could take anywhere 
from 10 minutes to 2+ hours. 

Submit the web page addresses of instructor or third-
party videos (typically 3CMedia or YouTube) 
that need to be captioned to the captioning team 

4 minutes per video 

Upload instructor-created videos to a cloud drive (ex: 
Google drive or Dropbox) and submit the link to these 
videos to the captioning team 

4 minutes per video 

Receive caption files from the captioning team and 
upload them to videos located in Canvas Studio or 
3CMedia 

5 minutes per video 
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Appendix E: Catalog of All Recommendations 

DAPIC Final Reports: Recommendations 

Individual Committee Member Recommendations 

I finally gave myself some time to look over the 40-page document with the department chair 
survey results and it’s very enlightening to see things from their perspective.  Being a part of 
the population that needs accessible material in order to succeed in classes (and in life), I guess 
over the years I’ve had some tunnel vision on this so I’m thankful that I’m seeing the process 
now and can list a few recommendations.  These include: 

• I would highly recommend that each of the colleges (perhaps in conjunction with the 
campus’ DSPS, perhaps not) hire at least one point person to be responsible for checking 
content’s accessibility – either for being a sounding board or for auditing purposes, with 
that person/people being able to hire a pool of temporary classified employees at will 
for the inevitable amount of heavy work this would involve (much like we do at DSPS for 
interpreters). 

• In addition to the point person or people from the first bullet point, faculty could be 
given annual reviews (much like the student surveys every semester?) to ensure that 
their materials continue to be accessible, even as data becomes outdated and needs to 
be refreshed.  I’m not sure how well this would work for tenured or non-tenured faculty 
(similarities or differences). 

• I’m wondering if our committee can be more of a standing committee that can continue 
to discuss issues in a perpetual manner, rather than periodically.  This could be useful, 
especially consulting for fields that are ever-changing (i.e., CIS). 

• A few of the responses touched on the potential for cheating, which is obviously a 
legitimate concern, but I’m not sure that it’s within the purview of our committee? 

• Not a recommendation as such, but I really loved Andrea Garvey’s responses with 
detailed answers about the workload considerations. 

• In general, we need to disavow the notion that automated captioning and vague image 
descriptions are ‘good enough’, who’s the judge of that?  I’m sensitive to the time 
required for this, but I can’t help feeling like my (and others’) accessibility is such a 
burden in general.  I was particularly concerned about one response that went into 
detail about a prior student who would ‘never’ be able to find adequate work because 
of their disabilities.  I don’t know how we can add that to a document, though, like a lot 
of other things in life.  Forgive me this one, I’m ranting.  '()* 

DAPIC Group One Recommendations 

Purpose of the DAPIC Report: 

● That it serve as a model plan for Los Rios for many years to come and updates are built 
in - every three years 
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Outcomes we would like to see: 

● Approach faculty in a way so that accessibility does not seem to be a complicated 
barrier, but something we can all manage if we work together - a shared responsibility 

● Provide faculty with a clear list of accessibility-related tasks for which they are 
responsible 

● Provide faculty with a clear list of accessibility-related tasks where they can expect help 
from accessibility experts 

● Hire accessibility experts, who serve as mentors, to help faculty ensure the accessibility 
of their course materials 

○ As a result, relieve some of the accessibility-related workload from Distance 
Education and Instructional Development Coordinators with the hiring of 
additional help 

● Create a variety of training options (self-paced, facilitated online, face-to-face, etc) to 
address the different levels of accessibility knowledge that faculty will need to create 
accessible course materials and/or create a centralized District accessibility training that 
will cover all of the accessibility-related tasks for which faculty are responsible 

DAPIC Group Two Recommendations 

Creating New Content 

When it comes to creating new course content, whether it be in Canvas using the Rich Content 
Editor (RCE), Microsoft Word, or Google Docs, results from the survey indicate faculty are 
comfortable handling the following elements, provided they have received adequate training: 

• Styled headings 
• Alt-text for basic images 
• Proper use of color 
• Meaningful hyperlink text 
• Use of list tools (bulleted and numbered) 

They indicated that specialist assistance would be needed for the following elements: 

• Alt-text or written descripts for complex images (graphs, works of art, diagrams, etc.) 
• Tables (though training can assist with this) 
• Use of color and text sizing if visually complex documents are being created 
• PowerPoint reading order 
• Use of math or equation editors such as MathType and LaTex 

Mitigating Existing (Legacy) content 

Given both the volume of legacy content that exists, the lack of familiarity with PDF editing, and 
the reported need for specialist support on certain items above, we recommend that the 
remediation of existing documents be handled via an accessibility specialist team. This 
sentiment is echoed the report from DAPIC Workgroup 4. 
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Multimedia – Captioning and Transcripts 

Creating accessible captions and transcripts for multimedia materials is a laborious and time-
consuming process. Results of the survey indicate that faculty agree with this assessment and 
find it appropriate to have specialists in charge of creating captions and transcripts and editing 
of auto-generated captions that they may be using. Workgroup 4 agrees with this sentiment via 
a statement that reads,  “A specialist should complete captioning for videos and transcription 
for audio files. This includes videos produced by faculty for use with students, and other 
instructional videos produced by third parties. This subcommittee further suggests that the 
specialists who are responsible for video captioning should not be dependent on variable grant 
funding.” 

Faculty indicate that they are able to handle submitting requests for auto-generated captions 
on their own via either 3CMedia or Canvas Studio. They also seem to indicate they can edit 
their own captions when those videos are less than 5-minutes in length or are of a time 
sensitive nature such as daily updates or announcements. Should they choose to seek 
assistance with this task, the captioning teams services should be made available.  

Though not addressed via the survey, it should be noted that minimal training will be needed 
for faculty to be able to identify improperly captioned videos (i.e. those that are auto-
generated). Both training time and workload demands of this additional element are negligible.     

OER, Publisher Content, Software, and Canvas LTI Tools, and External Websites 

Faculty rely heavily upon course content created by others. This includes Open Education 
Resources, Publisher Materials, and Internet websites. Additionally, they rely upon specialized 
software, and Canvas integration tools (LTIs). These elements need to be accessible, but it 
requires expertise to determine whether these elements meet minimum standards.  

Given the level of expertise needed to perform this task and the fact that the vast majority 
(76%) of faculty requested support in this area, it is recommended that the vetting of these 
products and content be handled by a specialist.  

DAPIC Group Three Recommendations 

General Recommendations: 

● A competency based, facilitated, and recurring accessibility compliance training program 
for Los Rios employees 

● Hiring and training of Universal Design for Learning Coordinators and accessibility 
specialists 

● Establishment of a wrap-around support network for Los Rios employees, housed on the 
College campuses, that includes UDL Coordinators and accessibility specialists 

Wrap-around support 

To create inclusive, equitable content that is in compliance with Section 508, significant wrap-
around support services are necessary at all levels of the organization. In our opinion, 
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accessibility specialists and trained facilitators are essential to the ongoing success of the 
training component; this has already been demonstrated successfully with the Los Rios 
FastTrack OEI Rubric Academy. A coordinated system of accessibility support services will 
provide a standardization of the process through which faculty and staff at all campuses seek 
out and receive accessibility support. Los Rios currently does not have the support that is 
required to meet our equity and accessibility needs within the District and should provide  
trained specialists and facilitators in order to meet our equity Strategic Plan goal and align the 
organization to 508 compliance. 

Training Recommendations 

Training Format 

● Accessibility training follows a modular, competency-based format.  
● Option to opt-out of training for a limited time period provided they are able to 

demonstrate competency in that given area.  
● Competency should be renewed on an established cycle (similar to recurring District 

training for hiring, equity representatives, and sexual harassment).  
● Competency based training modules could be available in a variety of formats:  

○ Facilitated asynchronous online modules 
○ Facilitated on-campus workshop series 
○ Supplemented by on-campus drop-in support (aka “open labs”) 

● Training objectives and assessments should be reviewed on an established cycle to 
ensure they meet current accessibility standards. 

Training Objectives 

The objectives below are based on the Scope of Work produced by DAPIC Group 1. The format 
of these objectives support the recommendation for a competency-based training model.  

1. Demonstrate how universal design for learning can create an inclusive, equitable 
learning experience. 

2. Distinguish between local, state, and federal accessibility regulations; recognize how 
they apply to your work creating content 

3. Identify the responsibilities of faculty and specialists in the creation of accessible course 
content. 

4. Create accessible Canvas Content by applying the following core concepts: 
a. Headings 
b. Alt text for basic images 
c. Color and Meaning 
d. Naming hyperlinks 
e. Lists 
f. Simple Tables 

5. Create accessible MS Office Documents, PowerPoint Presentations and Excel 
spreadsheets by applying the following core concepts: 

a. Headings 
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b. Alt text for basic images 
c. Color and Meaning 
d. Naming hyperlinks 
e. Lists 
f. Simple Tables 

6. Create accessible Google Documents, Slides and Sheets by applying the following core 
concepts: 

a. Headings 
b. Alt text for basic images 
c. Color and Meaning 
d. Naming hyperlinks 
e. Lists 
f. Simple Tables 

7. Create accessible PDFs by applying the following core concepts: 
a. Headings 
b. Alt text for basic images 
c. Color and Meaning 
d. Naming hyperlinks 
e. Lists 
f. Simple Tables 

8. Utilize the following built-in accessibility checkers:  
a. Grackle Docs 
b. MS Office Accessibility Checker 
c. Canvas RCE Accessibility Checker and other recommended accessibility checkers 

9. Demonstrate how to request automatic captions and edit those captions for time-
sensitive videos and videos less than 5 minutes in length. 
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Group Four Recommendations 

Overall Recommendations 

• The colleges should create job descriptions for specialist staff (Accessibility Specialists) 
that do not rely on temporary funding sources. The Accessibility Specialist positions 
should require appropriate expertise in legal accessibility requirements and universal 
design knowledge. These positions should be filled as soon as possible, because staff to 
complete accessibility work are essential to bringing the district into compliance with 
the law.  

o Accessibility Specialists should be involved in the development and periodic 
review of accessibility plans and policies, in order to ensure that current laws 
and best practices are integrated correctly into policy;  

o Accessibility Specialists should have sufficient subject matter background to 
provide discipline-specific accessibility support when necessary, e.g. math 
equations, foreign language transcription, complex images.  

o Accessibility Specialists should have the technical skills necessary to complete 
accessibility work that cannot reasonably be completed by faculty. This work is 
summarized below, and detailed in the attached Specialist Responsibilities 
report.  

• In terms of direct accessibility support for course materials, either an Accessibility 
Specialist, or a district-funded external accessibility service, should facilitate the 
completion of any needed work in the following areas:   

o PDF accessibility remediation for legacy documents, complex PDFs, and PDFs 
that were not created by the faculty member; 

o Captioning videos and transcription of audio materials; 
o Websites and HTML coding, including external website screening and needed 

alternative formats; 
o Providing alternative formats for textbooks, Open Educational Resources, 

software programs, or apps and requesting and evaluating Voluntary Product 
Accessibility Template (VPAT) information when available; 

o Evaluating complex course materials, such as interactive online activities, for 
accessibility, and assisting faculty with developing any necessary Equally 
Equivalent Alternative Access Plans (EEAAPs) for materials that specialists deem 
“inherently inaccessible”; 

o Other advanced accessibility tasks that cannot reasonably or correctly be 
completed by a typical faculty member. 

Specialist Work Recommendations 

This subcommittee was tasked with identifying and describing the higher-level accessibility 
work that should not be completed by faculty. Our recommendations for the types of work that 
should be the responsibility of a specialist, rather than a faculty member, are summarized 
below.  
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These recommendations are based on current technology and accessibility requirements that 
we are aware of as of Fall 2020. If available technology and accessibility policies change in 
future years, or if additional accessibility requirements are found to apply to Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) in future years, then these recommendations should be re-
visited.   

1. PDF Accessibility and Remediation: 

A specialist should be responsible for remediating and making accessible pdf documents that 
are:  

• Long (e.g. more than 20 pages) 
• Complex (e.g. contain complex tables, math equations, special symbols, forms, 

multiple columns, etc.) 
• Not authored by the faculty member (e.g. pdf from another office/organization) 

2. Captioning Videos and Audio Transcription:  

A specialist should complete captioning for videos and transcription for audio files. This includes 
videos produced by faculty for use with students, and other instructional videos produced by 
third parties. This subcommittee further suggests that the specialists who are responsible for 
video captioning should not be dependent on variable grant funding.  

3. HTML and other Web-coding and editing:  

A specialist should be responsible for completing any accessibility work that requires HTML 
coding or editing of HTML code, both for remediation and producing new accessible 
documents. This responsibility should also apply to other Web languages or markup languages 
that are used in the future in place of HTML.  

4. Accessibility of E-textbooks, OERs, and software or apps that are assigned and required for 
use by students: 

A specialist should be responsible for completing work related to accessibility of electronic 
textbooks, electronic OERs, other equivalent course materials that function in place of a 
textbook and required instructional software and apps for student use. This includes: 

• locating and interpreting VPAT information 
• accessibility screening of reading materials, including interpreting results of 

accessibility checkers (e.g. WAVE) and manual checks 
• evaluating the accessibility of software programs and apps that are required for use 

in an instructional setting (e.g. graphing calculator app, nutrition tracking software, 
etc.) 

• estimating the time, cost, and feasibility associated with making the materials “fully 
accessible” as defined in district policies 
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• remediating materials or making new materials accessible when appropriate (e.g. for 
OERs, or online textbook alternatives that can be modified or reproduced without 
copyright restrictions) 

• obtaining accessible formats of copyrighted materials from publishers when 
appropriate (e.g. e-textbooks, article pdfs) 

• ensuring that accessible formats produced retain the appropriate license as required 
by law (e.g. compliance with copyright laws, retention of creative-commons license 
for derivative works). 

5. External Websites:  

This sub-committee acknowledges that it is not feasible to fully assess all websites referenced 
in course materials, and that it is not possible to directly remediate external websites. However, 
if any checking and remediating external websites is required, then a specialist should be 
responsible for:  

• interpreting accessibility checker reports from WAVE 
• manual checks of external website evaluation, including any “re-checking” that may 

need to be done in response to website changes 
• understanding and applying WCAG 2.1 and related guidelines 
• converting websites to an accessible format when necessary, in compliance with 

copyright laws and relevant accessibility standards 

6. Equally Equivalent Alternative Access Plans (EEAAP) 

This sub-committee notes that it might not be feasible to create a written EEAAP so that a 
“DSPS approved plan for accommodation is in place and ready to be provided as necessary for 
each inaccessible learning activity or instructional media” (OEI Rubric). However, if this is 
required, specialist knowledge and support is necessary. A specialist should be responsible for 
assisting instructional faculty with the following: 

• determining whether a EEAAP is necessary for each learning activity or instructional 
media item 

• developing appropriate EEAAPs that provide “equivalent access” to the content and 
purpose of the activity/media 

• applying standards for determining whether an ICT is “inherently inaccessible” and 
whether it would be an “undue burden” to make it accessible 

• ensuring that EEAAPs are in compliance with any relevant policies and laws 
• submitting EEAAPs to DSPS, or other offices or agencies, whenever this is required. 

Further notes about these recommendations: 

These are recommendations for which accessibility work should be the responsibility of a 
specialist because it requires skills and expertise that classroom faculty generally do not have.  
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If a faculty member is capable of completing any of the specialist work above, they should have 
the option - but not the responsibility - to do that work themselves.  

DAPIC Workgroup 5 - Workload Recommendations - Draft 

● Due to the ongoing nature of accessibility work, faculty need reliable technical support 
from Accessibility Specialists who can do the work of making course materials 
accessible. 

● Additional training cannot be expected to meet all accessibility needs, and no amount of 
training will effectively address the workload issues related to accessibility. 

● The workload associated with accessibility is not evenly distributed among disciplines, 
therefore it can be expected that some faculty areas will need more specialist support 
than others.  

● Editing video auto-captions impacts the workload of all faculty, but disproportionately 
impacts faculty with disabilities and non-native speakers of English. Therefore, a 
captioning service that provides human-corrected captions should be made available to 
meet the captioning requirements for instructional materials. 

● The ever-changing accessibility tools and standards that faculty are expected to apply to 
course materials creates conflicting information and undue workload burden for faculty. 
Providing Accessibility Specialist support staff who can complete more nuanced 
accessibility tasks will save faculty time and ensure that accessibility modifications are in 
compliance with current standards.  

● Publisher assistance is not available in making Open Educational Resources (OER) 
materials accessible, therefore direct Accessibility Specialist support is necessary to 
make OERs accessible for faculty who are willing to adopt more equity-focused and free 
course materials. 

● The requirement that electronic resources be made accessible creates additional 
workload for online and hybrid classes. Therefore, we suggest reducing the class cap for 
these courses to equalize the workload associated with these teaching modalities. 

● Any institutional documents, announcements, or flyers that faculty are asked to share 
with students should be provided to faculty in accessible format - faculty should not be 
responsible to make these accessible. 

● The burden of institutional accessibility should not solely fall on our Distance Education, 
Instructional Design, DSPS, or Online Course Design coordinators - that is not 
sustainable or realistic and additional staffing is necessary.  

● Because the typical faculty member cannot meet accessibility requirements through 
FLEX or service hours, it is not appropriate to require faculty to use FLEX or service hours 
to complete accessibility training or the work of making materials accessible.  

● The instructional faculty workload associated with accessibility should be reviewed on a 
regular basis, as accessibility requirements change. 

● We recommend that the current District Accessibility Plan be reviewed, and the specific 
accessibility requirements and the scope of circumstances when ICTs need to be made 
accessible be clarified. Until that happens, the true workload associated with making 
course materials accessible will be imprecise.   
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Additional Considerations and Detailed Committee Member Comments on Scope 
of Accessibility Work 

Other than the obvious goals for the report, the main thing I think is important is that the 
district accessibility plan be reviewed and updated as soon as possible, and then periodically. I 
think that needs to be communicated as a recommendation as clearly as possible. 

Ideally, I think that recommendation should say that the district accessibility plan: 

• Should be reviewed for legality by legal experts. 
• Checked to make sure that the accessibility modifications it requires match current 

best practices (by a trained accessibility expert who is up to date on accessibility 
requirements of current state law, not by a consulting group with limited experience 
in accessibility, or someone who is knowledgeable about accessibility in general); 

•  Be revised to concretely clarify the scope of circumstances when accessibility 
modifications need to be made  

Also, the current district accessibility plan includes references to district policies as though the 
policies contain relevant information. But then, the referenced policies themselves actually do 
not contain that information – specifically R-2731 and P-7136. So, reading the accessibility plan 
casually, it appears that the necessary information to interpret the policy is being provided but 
in fact it is not, and that is not clear unless you read the plan while also checking what 
information these policies contain, which I assume that very few people have done.  

“Inherently Inaccessible” 

For determining which activities that are “inherently inaccessible” what is the screening 
process, and what are the criteria for an ICT to be labeled as “inherently inaccessible”? 
Eventually, we will need to address who determines what is “inherently inaccessible,” and at 
that point it will be helpful to clarify which types of activities need to be evaluated using those 
criteria, and what type of expertise is required for the evaluation. Basically, I think it would be 
helpful to have an idea of what the criteria are for something to fall under the scope of 
“inherently inaccessible.” I think we are already partly addressing this by finding out more 
about the EEAAPs and the standards for that. I’m excited to learn more about the EEAAP 
standards at our next meeting! But someone also must determine whether the activity is 
“inherently inaccessible” to begin with and what the standard is for it not being possible to 
make something accessible and needing the EEAAP instead.  

Side note: not all classes will be in the OEI, and some will not even be online classes, but still 
have these ICTs. So, we can’t rely on the OEI accessibility process to be a solution for this 
screening. Activities also change, and my understanding is that the OEI screening is a one-time 
process for each class. 

“Alternative and Accessible Format Requirements” 

When an alternative format is necessary, what are the range of alternative formats that are 
acceptable (and who determines that?) For example, if there is an eBook which is also available 
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as an audio book, but is not available as a screen reader compatible book, is this audio book an 
acceptable alternative format or does the book have to be made screen reader compatible 
regardless? Or, if there is one content item that is provided as a narrated video version and also 
a written text version with screenshots, would the screenshots still need alt-text descriptions if 
they are verbally described well enough for the instructional purpose in the video format. If a 
publisher doesn’t provide accessible pdfs for a journal article, but does provide an accessible 
ePub version, is that good enough, or does every single version of every ICT have to be 
completely accessible on its own, even when there are already alternative formats available.? 
Basically, does the scope of these accessibility requirements apply to alternative formats that 
have been created specifically so that students will have access to the material in more than 
one modality, where the two versions of the material already provide reasonable accessibility 
to all audiences? And, who decides what formats are sufficient in these types of cases?  

“Expected Audience” 

Can we clarify the intentions behind the taskforce recommendations and district policies when 
it comes to the scope of situations where these accessibility requirements apply? It is not just 
ICT type, but also “expected audience,” that is part of the consideration of what accessibility 
features are necessary for a shared ICT. What if a student missed class and I share the 
PowerPoint only with that student, who doesn’t have accommodations or a visual impairment? 
Should I have to write picture descriptions for all the content when my expected audience only 
includes a single student?  What if an individual student struggles with a concept, and there is a 
short YouTube video that explains it, but the video only has auto-captions and the student has 
no accommodation for captions? Should I not share the video what that student? What about 
one-time use videos, such as a recording of a live orientation for a specific class section that will 
never be used again, but will be shared only with students in that section, for those who missed 
the orientation? Who determines what is reasonable to assume in terms of expected audience, 
and what are the criteria that are going to be used for that determination? This is necessary to 
know, because we can’t know how many ICTs will fall under the scope of this policy until we 
correctly understand the circumstances when those ICTs will need to be made fully accessible. 
(I know we are not discussing workload or cost currently. But will it work, realistically, to do the 
work and spend the money to make accessible versions of ICTs that will never be needed or 
used by someone who needs that format? Is the district going to commit to providing the 
resources for that? If they are not, should we be requiring things that will not be possible given 
the resources provided?) 

“Undue Burden” 

I think we should clarify what falls under the scope of being exempt from these accessibility 
requirements. The district policy uses the phrasing, “unless to do so places an undue burden on 
the District/College or to do so will fundamentally alter the nature of the educational program 
or service” – how is this phrasing to be interpreted? I feel this is two separate things, but first, 
“undue burden.” How is undue burden defined? For example, if a video is posted on the college 
website or sent to all SCC students, a reasonable person would think it should it have to be 
captioned first, as we know that some students need captions. However, imagine the college 
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sent out an uncaptioned short video about how to use the new SCC website when it came 
online, and told us to share it with students. And imagine that when an instructor asked for a 
captioned version they are told there “was not time” to caption it because it had to be made at 
the last minute, and that the instructor was welcome to make their own accessible version. 
Was the college “not having time” to caption a short video a fair case of undue burden? (I 
personally don’t think so when it’s a 5-minute video -- but who decides?) What about when an 
instructor teaches a live class on Zoom and wants to put the recorded lectures online after class 
for that section only, and there is no student who has a captioning accommodation enrolled in 
the class? Is it an undue burden on the district to provide this amount of captioning service (54 
hours per semester per section) in a timeframe that would allow hypothetical students who 
would need captioning to have “equivalent access” the information, when there are no such 
students enrolled in the class? Basically, who has the authority to decide what is under the 
scope of an “undue burden,” and what are the standards that define that?  

Note: the language in the Regulation 7136 ICT Accessibility document states that this decision 
“shall be made in accordance with the procedures of Board Policy and Administration 
Regulation 2731” and that it “shall be made in consultation with the Vice President of Student 
Services and the General Counsel.” Regulation 2731 is clearly intended to address “Programs 
and Services for Students with Disabilities” and it discusses accommodations, not universal 
accessibility. The only sentence in Regulation 2731 that contains the phrase “undue burden” 
says: “If it is determined that an undue burden or other extenuating circumstances exists, a 
particular academic accommodation will not be provided.” But I don’t see an explanation of 
who decides, or what the standards are. 

“Fundamentally Alters the Nature of the Educational Program” 

“Fundamentally alter the nature of the educational program” – again, as above – what are the 
standards and who decides? It seems to me like classroom faculty would have the right to 
determine what is fundamental to the nature of their class, and that it would be difficult for 
someone outside an academic discipline to decide on that. Sometimes there might be transfer 
issues as well. What types of cases involving ICTs would fall under the scope of “fundamentally 
altering the nature of the educational program,” if the ICTs would need to be changed or 
removed to meet accessibility standards? For example, SPSS is a software program required for 
the psychology statistics class and written into the course outline; the course will not transfer 
to Sac State if we don’t teach students to use statistics software. If SPSS is not accessible, would 
that be a case where it could be used anyway, because removing it would fundamentally alter 
the educational content of the class?  
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Appendix F 
Captioning Project Pilot Summary and Next Steps 
Fall 2021 

Basic Summary of Captioning Process  

Step one 

Captioning Project Team (CPT)—faculty coordinator and or classified professional—will 
publicize services available and work with faculty to identify videos in need of captioning. This 
process includes simple vetting via communication with faculty in order to select videos that 
will have extended use beyond the current semester or year.    

Step two 

CPT works with faculty to gather files or links of videos needing captioning and delivers those 
files to the captioning vendor  

Step three  

CPT delivers captioning files to faculty for pairing with videos.  

CPT Staffing 

2 adjunct faculty coordinator positions at .20 FTE (or partial classified professional staffing) Fall 
2021-Spring 2022 

Next Steps 

• Determine optimal staffing needs and shift to classified support as classified FTE is 
identified 

• Widen promotion of the project to all faculty across district 
• Evaluate project effectiveness (faculty survey and analysis of courses & relevant data) 
• Identify permanent funding and sustainable practices/process 
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Appendix G 
Accessible Files Team Pilot Process and Next Steps 
Draft 

Basic summary of proposed process 

Step One 

Identify coordinators who will comprise Accessible Files Team.  

Step Two 

Accessible Files Team (AFT) identifies a vendor to work with and one or more faculty in the BSS 
Division at SCC who are identified as subject matter experts using the (3) OERs selected by the 
department for the initial stage of this pilot.  

Step Two 

Establish billing and accounting procedures with vendor.  

AFT gathers info from faculty to provide to vendors, e.g. alt text for images, or editing of 
documents to remove unnecessary materials.  

Step Three 

AFT monitors the vendor process, getting faculty input where needed by the vendor.  

Step Four 

AFT applies applicable copyright info to file and provides to faculty. 

Step Five 

AFT and DAPIC team refine process and identify additional OERs for processing.  

AFT Staffing 

2 adjunct faculty coordinator positions at .20 FTE (or partial classified professional staffing) Fall 
2021-Spring 2022 

Next Steps 

• Identify adjuncts and vendor(s) 
• As project begins, design parallel process for in-house remediation of document files.  



Resolution Regarding Crosslisted Courses - Approved May 4, 2021  
Revised Sept. 21, 2021 
 
Whereas, Ethnic Studies is the critical and interdisciplinary study of race, ethnicity, and 
indigeneity with a focus on the experience and perspectives of the four core groups: Native 
Americans, African Americans, Asian Americans, and Chicanx & Latinx Americans in the 
United States (AB 1460 Legislation & CSU Area F Requirements).  Ethnic Studies offers 
students the opportunity to study the historical development and social significance of race and 
ethnicity in the United States and develop skills and knowledge necessary for success in an 
increasingly diverse environment and; 
  
Whereas, California Assembly Bill 1460, commencing with students graduating in the 2024–25 
academic year, instructs “the California State University to require, as an undergraduate 
graduation requirement, the completion of, at minimum, one 3-unit course in ethnic studies…”; 
and the proposed California Assembly Bill 1040, commencing with the 2022–23 academic year, 
requires “each community college district to offer courses in Ethnic Studies at each of its 
campuses.  The bill would require that the units earned by students for successful completion of 
these courses would be eligible for transfer and, if applicable, would meet Ethnic Studies 
graduation requirements at the California State University” and;  
  
Whereas, at the Fall 2020 ASCCC Plenary Session, delegates passed two resolutions—9.04 and 
9.05—in support of an Ethnic Studies graduation requirement. The resolutions call for the 
ASCCC to work with the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office to support an 
Ethnic Studies graduation requirement while signaling strong support for Ethnic Studies as an 
essential curriculum, and; 
  
Whereas, Title 5 §55063 has added Ethnic Studies as a graduation requirement for the 
associate’s degree, and; 
 
Whereas, the Los Rios Community College District is committed to student success, equity, and 
diversity; and equitable education requires making significant connections with students and 
providing diverse learning experiences to meet student needs.  Ethnic Studies courses contribute 
to the campus climate and larger community by focusing on teaching about the voices and lived 
experiences of BIPOC, supporting equity and diversity and;  
  
Whereas, the Los Rios Community College District serves approximately 75,000 students 
annually.  Because Ethnic Studies is a CSU transfer requirement (Area F) and is being 
considered for a competency and graduation requirement through Title V revision, there would 
be a critical and urgent need to offer multiple sections of Ethnic Studies courses to meet student 
needs and;  
 



 
Whereas, the five core competencies of Ethnic Studies are distinctive to the field of Ethnic 
Studies and;  
 
Whereas, Ethnic Studies curriculum provides students the opportunity to “apply theory and 
knowledge produced by Native American, African American, Asian American, and/or Latina 
and Latino American communities to describe the critical events, histories, cultures, intellectual 
traditions, contributions, lived-experiences and social struggles of those groups with a particular 
emphasis on agency and group-affirmation” (Area F) and;  
 
Whereas, Ethnic Studies curriculum provides students the opportunity to “analyze and articulate 
concepts such as race and racism, racialization, ethnicity, equity, ethno-centrism, eurocentrism, 
white supremacy, self-determination, liberation, decolonization, sovereignty, imperialism, settler 
colonialism, and anti-racism” (Area F) and;    
 
Whereas, Ethnic Studies curriculum provides students with an opportunity to “critically analyze 
the intersection of race and racism as they relate to class, gender, sexuality, religion, spirituality, 
national origin, immigration status, ability, tribal citizenship, sovereignty, language, and/or age 
in Native American, African American, Asian American, and/or Latina and Latino American 
communities” (Area F) and;  
 
Whereas, Ethnic Studies provides students with the opportunity to “critically review how 
struggle, resistance, racial and social justice, solidarity, and liberation, as experienced and 
enacted by Native Americans, African Americans, Asian Americans and/or Latina and Latino 
Americans are relevant to current and structural issues such as communal, national, international, 
and transnational politics as, for example, in immigration, reparations, settler-colonialism, 
multiculturalism, language policies” (Area F) and;  
 
Whereas, Ethnic studies provides students with the opportunity to “describe and actively engage 
with anti-racist and anti-colonial issues and the practices and movements in Native American, 
African American, Asian American and/or Latina and Latino communities and a just and 
equitable society” (Area F) and; 
 
Whereas, Ethnic Studies core courses through the Transfer Model Curriculum have yet to be 
established through DIG and C-ID and;  
 
Whereas, it is the purview of Ethnic Studies departments to determine and write courses that will 
transfer within the major discipline area and;  
 
Whereas, Ethnic Studies faculty have the right and responsibility to write and schedule core 



courses that will transfer within the major and; 
Whereas, it is the purview of Ethnic Studies departments to develop a degree program and 
establish an Associate Degree for Transfer (ADT) with core Ethnic Studies courses and; 
 
Whereas, the California Community College Ethnic Studies Faculty Council, the statewide body 
guiding discussion around the implementation of AB 1460, recommends that campuses do not 
cross-list courses not created by Ethnic Studies faculty; 
 
Be it resolved that until Ethnic Studies departments are fully formed and staffed with full time 
faculty at all four colleges, any proposed Ethnic Studies cross listed courses must be submitted 
for review by the District Ethnic Studies Council, and; 
 
Be it resolved that the District Ethnic Studies Council will not approve cross-listed courses until 
core courses have been established, and;  
 
Be it resolved that Ethnic Studies courses submitted for review to the District Ethnic Studies 
Council must align with all five CSU Area F requirements. 
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